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Introduction
This Consultation Statement summarises the extensive community engagement programme that
has been undertaken since 2013 in the preparation of the Ashbourne Neighbourhood Plan. It also
outlines the Regulation 14 consultation that undertaken in November and December 2017. It shows
how the requirements of Regulations 14 and 15 of the Neighbourhood Planning (General)
Regulations 2012 have been satisfied.
Section 3 of the Ashbourne Neighbourhood Plan, replicated here on page 4, outlines the key
activities and time-line of community engagement which provides the foundation and community
endorsement of Neighbourhood Plan policies. Section 6 of the Evidence Document (Pages 36 –
145) gives an in-depth account of how the whole process was undertaken and a breakdown of the
responses at all stages.
Regulation 14 responses are listed in Appendix B of this document on Page 12. It details comments
received, by whom and what changes have been made to the Neighbourhood Plan in response to
these comments.
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Community Engagement
The following diagrams illustrate the complexity of our consultation planning and how it relates to
the preparation of the Neighbourhood Plan
The five year process has at all times involved the whole Ashbourne community - residents,
employees, employers, statutory and non-statutory organisations that live, work and use the
community services in Ashbourne.
From the outset our philosophy and approach was to ensure that the Neighbourhood Plan was
based on a concrete community foundation. This was the only way to ensure that future
neighbourhood plan policies fully reflect the community’s aspirations and assist in promoting
community based sustainable development.
Our consultation programme, outlined in the ‘consultation timeline’ lists the variety of activities that
were carried out by the Ashbourne Neighbourhood Plan Group (ANPG) to ensure the views of
Ashbourne were being reflected in the evolving Neighbourhood Plan.
A key element in the consultation programme was a series of neighbourhood plan training
sessions for Ashbourne town councillors and local community volunteers on the ANPG. These
training sessions were arranged and managed through Urban Vision our professional advisors on
the neighbourhood plan.
Throughout the whole consultation the community of Ashbourne has been kept informed through a
variety of Neighbourhood Plan newsletters that have been distributed to all residents in
Ashbourne. In addition, regular articles on the neighbourhood plan have been published in the
local paper, The Ashbourne News Telegraph, addressing specific issues.
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Summary of Community and Stakeholder Engagement
The following diagrams illustrate the complexity of our consultation planning and how it relates to the
preparation of the Neighbourhood Plan.

2013

June

August -

September

Urban Vision

Urban Vision

Urban Vision

Workshop

Workshop

Workshop

October - December 2013 Public consultation

Government Funded workshops involving Urban Vision.

Commenced raising awareness through regular
local paper articles.

Neighbouring Parishes contacted to encourage joint working
Stage 1
19th Oct. 2013 –
Open Meeting in Town Hall
Stage 2
15th /16th & 18th Dec
Sixth Form Consultation sessions at Queen
Elizabeth’s Grammar School.

2014
January 2014 First
Leaflet consultation

April 2014 2nd Leaflet
with response form

May 2014

July 2014

Open M Leaflet sent
Data Analysis
published

Stage 2 (Cont.)
Neighbourhood Plan
Drop-in Consultation
Members of the public
were invited to contribute
their views to help inform
the Neighbourhood Plan
Six all day sessions were
held – 3 in the Library / 2
in the Leisure Centre and
6 Street venue.
21st/22nd/23rd/24th/25th &
28th January 2014
Neighbourhood Plan
Presentations
Steering Group made
presentations to
community Groups Rotary / Lions / U3A /
Over 50’s / WI.
Neighbourhood Plan
Research
Steering group consulted
with Retailers /
Businesses /. Schools /
Health & Emergency
Services / Local
5Voluntary Organisations

Public meetings
on results

Stage 3
Leaflet devised from
Stage 2 feedback and
then circulated to all
households in
Ashbourne, also made
available at Library,
Leisure Centre, online
and the Local News
Telegraph Offices.

August 2014

Stage 4
Information
received from
Stage 3 was
collated and
an information
leaflet devised
for circulation.

Leaflet / invite
sent out
notifying all
Ashbourne
residents of
public
meetings

Four Public
meetings held to
feedback on
consultation
responses
organised to
address the major
issues identified by
the community

Public consultation meetings informed the ANPSG of the day to day issues

2015
February 2015
Emerging
Neighbourhood Plan

April 2015

Evidence compiled into
one document (ED)

May 2015

Draft Neighbourhood Plan

Pre-Submission Consultation

Stage 6

Stage 5

The draft Ashbourne Neighbourhood
Plan was approved by Ashbourne Town
Council on 21 April 2015 to proceed to
formal ‘Pre-submission consultation’.
This is a specific stage in the
Neighbourhood Plan process as shaped
by the Neighbourhood Planning
(General) Regulations 2012.

Steering Group Members
invited to present the
findings of consultations
to Ashbourne Town
Council

Draft Plan – your comments / views
Name (optional)

Postcode:-

The consultation started on the 21 May 2015
and closed on the 2nd July 2015.
The consultation was organised to provide
the opportunity for local people, businesses
and organisations to comment on the draft
Neighbourhood Plan and was also promoted
at a range of formal and informal meetings
over the 6 week consultation period.
This Pre-submission Consultation was
publicised through the Ashbourne
Neighbourhood Plan website
www.ashbourneplan.org and a regular
column in the local paper, the Ashbourne
News Telegraph, as well as notices in thirty
two local / town centre shops.
Hard copies of the Neighbourhood Plan were
available for inspection and comment in
venues around the town:- Library, Leisure
Centre, Town Hall, Ex Servicemen’s Club
and News Telegraph Office. In addition the
four local schools had copies and response
forms available for parents.

Please Tick the area/s

Policies

Identity

Economy

Environment

Facilities

YES

NO

that your comments
refer to

Do you agree with the content of
the proposed Neighbourhood
Plan?
(Please Tick box)

1%
YES

13%

86%
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No

An “Open – drop-in event” at the Town Hall
16.00hrs – 20..00 hrs on 16th June. – this
event was publicised through street signs
and also by method previously outlined.
In the final weeks public awareness was
raised through street consultations on
successive weekends.

This form is also available on line @
www.ashbourneplan.org

Support
for the
Plan

Public engagement – to ensure that as wide
a range of public awareness was achieved,
the following activities were also undertaken:
Presentations to established groups:Rotary 2/6. U3A & Probus 5/6; 50+ 10/7.

Unsure

Formal / Statutory engagemen
Notification of the six week consultation was
sent to the organisations identified in the
appended list.
In addition members of the Steering Group
met with Members of Derbyshire County
Council on 4th June;
Derbyshire Dales District Planning
Officers on 16th June’
DCC Education officers on 9th July.

2016/17
Sept 2015 – April 2016
Post Pre submission
Consultation Analysis

April – Sept 2016
Housing Needs assessment

Draft Neighbourhood plan
rewritten taking into account
findings / feedback from the six
week consultation process.

Independent Housing Needs
Assessment commissioned by
Ashbourne Town Council and
undertaken by AECOM Infrastructure
& Environment UK Ltd.

Re-formatted plan supported
by a comprehensive evidence
document prepared..
April – presented to
Ashbourne Town Council for
comment

August - HNA findings presented to
Ashbourne Town Council
Findings from above incorporated
into final draft of the Neighbourhood
Plan and added to the Evidence
Document

Sept 2016 – February 2017

Final write-up before
publication

Informal and formal consultation on
final document, including presentations
to Local Community groups.
Alignment with Derbyshire Dales Local
Plan
Final document prepared.

2017/18
February - Sept 2017
Screening

February - Plan submitted to
Derbyshire Dales
DistrictCouncil for statutory
“screening” process.
September - Plan returned to
Neighbourhood Plan Steering
Group .following screening.
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Oct 2017
Reg. 14 Consultation Preparation

Returned plan updated and
Consultation Diary, Notification /
Comment leaflet and Public notices
devised.
Diary –
The six week period included:Presentations to Community Groups
– Over 50’s, Lions, Rotary and
QEGS
Three Saturday “Street” events.
Eight informal opportunities for the
public to engage with members of
the ANPSG – held during the day in
the Library and Leisure Centre.
Two “Open Evenings” in the Town
Hall
Notification
4000 leaflets distributed to
households 1400+ leaflets
personally handed to the community
at the events listed above.
Notices in 40 town locations.
Plan and Evidence document
available for scrutiny at Town Hall,
Library, Leisure Centre and on-line.
25 shop window notices.
Leaflets in Hospital and all Dr’s and
Dentists waiting rooms.
Open Evenings also announced via
36 street/lamppost signs giving one
weeks notice and then a reminder
on the day – “Today”

Nov 6th – Dec 18th 2017
Regulation 14 - Six Week public
consultation period.

Stage 7
Consultation commenced Monday 6th
November.
Weekly Steering group meetings held to
consider feedback from paper, on-line and
statutory/Organisation returns.

(251/44 /6)
Meetings with Town Council (2) and DDDC
(1)

Support for Plan
Yes - 96%
Unsure - 1.5%
No - 2.5%
Dec 18th 2017 = January 24 the

Regulation 14 - Adjustments.
Community and Statutory comments were,
where applicable, incorporated into Plan
see breakdown in Evidence Document and
at Appendix B page of this document

Pre-submission Consultation – Regulation 14
Following an extensive screening process by Derbyshire Dales County Council the necessary
changes were made to the draft plan in October 2017,
The six-week consultation was held from November 6th to December 18th 2017. The key elements
on the programme are outlined on the previous page.
The publicity for the Regulation 14 consultation was comprehensive and extensive and included:
• A community newsletter to all residents in Ashbourne.
• Posters around Ashbourne
• Interviews on Ashbourne Radio
• Article published in the Ashbourne News Telegraph and Ashbourne Life.
A list of statutory and non-statutory consultees is listed in Appendix A.
Many of the comments received during the Regulation 14 public consultation reinforced issues
and opportunities raised in previous public consultations on the neighbourhood plan. This
included:
Identity - Heritage
Environment – protection of green spaces and the need to reduce heavy traffic movement
in the town centre, particularly from heavy goods vehicles.
Economy – Work opportunities, Retail mix
Facilities – Health, Education. Leisure
As with earlier public consultation programmes transport was the number 1 issue raised,
specifically the need for a new Ashbourne bypass to relieve heavy traffic movement in the town
centre. This was coupled with a clear desire to improve traffic management in Ashbourne and
tackle safety and traffic issues around the ‘key junctions’, a key neighbourhood plan objective.
Many residents are also concerned that residential developments are being given planning
permission and indeed being constructed without the required community infrastructure that is
necessary to make these developments sustainable. Residents are therefore requiring the
neighbourhood plan to be more ‘action orientated’ with a strong emphasis in the non-statutory part
of the plan (Section 6) to be clearer about when and where investment from legally binding
Section 106 agreements are going to be implemented,
The community welcomed the public consultation but many voiced their concerns that they felt
their views were not being listened to. This was, unfortunately, clearly demonstrated by the lack of
wide consultation by Derbyshire County Education when changing school status – i.e. not
following up on the extensive scoping and feasibility study as outlined in the Evidence Document –
a point raised by several of the original contributors to the concept, Similarly, Transport / Road
Safety / Congestion was the highest concern expressed both verbally and in writing at the
Regulation 14 consultation stage, as it had been at all the previous stages. It is encouraging to
note that through ANPG persistence that this area has been tabled for discussion at a variety of
levels.
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In summary the Neighbourhood Plan was updated and amended following the Regulation 14
consultation in four main ways:
Updating
The Neighbourhood Plan was updated to include the new housing and employment growth figures
contained within the approved Derbyshire Dales District Local Plan, along with some other matters
raised by Mr Mike Hase, Planning Manager at Derbyshire Dales District Council.
Planning policies
No change was made to any planning policies as part of the Regulation 14 consultation since
comments received primarily supported existing planning policies.
Policy justification text
Additional justification text was added following very helpful and sound comments from Derbyshire
County Council on a range of environmental and transport matters, particularly with regard to:
• Renewable and Low Carbon energy (included in housing justification)
• Dark skies (include in housing justification)
• Ultra-Low Emission infrastructure (now included in transport justification)
Strengthening Section 6 – Implementation
The Implementation section has been strengthened to reflect the very clear responses received
during the Regulation 14 consultation that the Neighbourhood Plan needed to be more ‘action
orientated’. Importantly updated Section 106 information received from Derbyshire Dales District
Council on monies received and allocated plus total Section 106 negotiated agreements has been
added to both the Neighbourhood Plan and the Baseline Evidence report.

Appendix A identifies the Statutory and Local groups who were asked to comment during the sixweek period – formal returns are included in Appendix B. As previously some groups afforded
the Steering Group the opportunity of presenting the plan and joining in informal discussion. As
with all feedback the Steering Group considered these views at the regular steering group
meetings and agreed on a way forward. In some cases, as with Derbyshire Dales District Council,
formal meetings were arranged to further explore views. Whilst the many informal conversations
were not recorded key points were fed back to the steering Group meetings on a week by week
basis.
The revised plan was submitted to Ashbourne Town Council on 16th July 2018 and then to the
Planning Sub-Committee on 12th August 2018 for final approval and submission to Derbyshire
Dales District Council for progression on 19th September 2018.
Derbyshire Dales District Council were invited to a meeting, with Ashbourne Town Council and
Neighbourhood Plan representatives, on13/1/2020 to clarify why they felt the plan could not be
progressed. Issues identified were: - one reference to the DDDC Local Plan regarding Shrovetide
in the Plan and the with regard to the style that Appendix B had been set out, I.e. requiring readers
to refer back to the amended Neighbourhood Plan to read decisions in the context of the Section
to which they referred. Following the discussion, it was agreed that the minor amendments would
be made to the Plan and Consultation statement and correctly identify the pages to which they
referred
9

Appendix A
Statutory and Other Consultees
Sent to neighbouring Parishes
Mappleton -: Ms Fiona Raistrick, Ashley Cottage, Gallowstree Lane, Upper Mayfield, ASHBOURNE, Derbyshire
DE6 2HJ
TEL: 01335 300102 Email- clerk.mappletonpc@gmail.com
Offcote & Underwood Mr K J Lomas, High Meadows, 70 Windmill Lane, ASHBOURNE, Derbyshire, DE6 1JA
TEL: 01335 344132 Email- keithlomas241@btinternet.com
Bradley Mrs E Glanville, 68 Highfield Road, ASHBOURNE, Derbyshire, DE6 1DX
TEL: 01335 348416 Email- eileen.glanville@btinternet.com
Osmaston & Yeldersley Mrs J Duckmanton, Wayside Cottage, Mappleton, ASHBOURNE, Derbyshire, DE6 2AB
TEL: 01335 350395 Email- j.m.duckmanton41@gmail.com
Mayfield Mrs. C. Etherington (Clerk) 13 Ashlea Drive Mayfield Ashbourne Derbyshire
DE6 2LA mayfieldpc@btinternet.com
Clifton Ms E Glanville, 68 Highfield Road, ASHBOURNE, Derbyshire, DE6 1DX
TEL: 01335 348416 Email- eileen.glanville@btinternet.com

Sent to Agencies
Christine Addison Executive Director, Midlands, Homes and Communities Agency(2);
mail@homesandcommunities.co.uk
Rob Menzies, East Midlands Manager,)Natural England(3); enquiries@naturalengland.org.uk
Phil Younge, Area Manager Derbyshire, Nottinghamshire and Leicestershire) The Environment Agency (4);
enquiries@environment-agency.gov.uk
Historic Buildings and Monuments Commission for England (known as English Heritage)(5);
eastmidlands@HistoricEngland.org.uk
The Highways Agency; info@highwaysengland.co.uk

The Primary Care Trust established under section 18 of the National Health Service Act 2006(7) or continued
in existence by virtue of that section; St Oswalld’s Hospital
Water Severn Trent

Sewerage Severn Trent
Gas Cadentgas
Electricity Western Power
Voluntary bodies some or all of whose activities benefit all or any part of the neighbourhood area; The Groups
identified –
U3A www.ashbourne-u3a.org.uk
Round Table – Ashbourne & District 326 Contact Neil Holloway 01335 345474
Rotary – Ashbourne Rotary Club Contact John Hallam 01335 348046
Inner Wheel – Inner Wheel Club Contact Mrs Val Edge 01335 348466
Ladies Circle – Ashbourne Ladies Circle is a social group for women aged 18-45 years. We meet in Ashbourne on
alternate Wednesdays. Contact Karen Cox Tel: 07890 733478
Lions - Asbourne & District Lions Club Contact Doug Greenaway Tel: 01335 344932 Website:
www.ashbournedistrict.lions105e.org.uk
Soroptomists Contact marionmerkens@btinternet
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Scouts / Guides
Ist Ashbourne Guides - sarahepollard123@btinternet.com
2nd Ashbourne Scouts

Paul & Gill Elliott, Tel: 01335 343059
email: skip@ashbournescouts.co.uk<span
Churches in Ashbourne
Church of All Saints . Belle Vue Avenue, Ashbourne,, DE6 1AT
Email:
parish@allsaintsashbourne.org.uk
Methodist Church – Tim Morris ( I can give to him Tuesday Night)
Elim Pentecostal Church – Ben Brown ben@elimchurchashbourne.co.uk<ben@elimchurchashbourne.co.uk>;
St Oswald’s & St John’s - The Revd Canon Geraldine Pond office@ashbournechurch.org

Baptist = Pastor Nathan Clarke mailto:nclarke@ashbourne-baptist.org

Kingdom Hall Of Jehovahs Witnesses, School Lane ,ASHBOURNE, DE6 1AN
(p)bodies which represent the interests of persons carrying on business in the neighbourhood area; and
Traders Group / Airfield Group
Bodies which represent the interests of disabled persons in the neighbourhood area.Ashbourne Community Transport / Centre
ALSO went to the following:Doctors
Drs Broom, Ward,Shelly & Maxwell-Jones
The Surgery, Clifton Road Ashbourne, Derbyshire
DE6 1RR
Ashbourne Health Centre, Clifton Road, Ashbourne DE6 1RR
01335 342666
Dentists
ashbournedental@hotmail.co.uk
whitepeakdental@tiscali.co.uk
Oswald House Dental Practice7 Church Street, Derbyshire, Ashbourne, DE6 1AE
TLC 4 Smiles Ltd. 30 Clifton Road, Ashbourne, Derbyshire. DE6 1DT
Fire Service
Rick Roberts
Group Manager, Derbyshire Fire and Rescue Services, The Old Hall, Burton Road Littleover Derby DE23 6EH email
rroberts@derbys-fire.gov.uk
Police Service Inspector Richard Booth, Section Inspector, Matlock Police Station, Bank Road.Matlock
DE43NF email richard.booth.2384@Derbyshire.pnn.police.uk
Ambulance Service EM Ambulance Service
Mike Casey
Divisional General Manager, Derbyshire , Raynesway Ambulance Station, Megaloughton Lane, Spondon, Derbyshire
DE22 6EH email mike.casey@emas.nhs.uk
Schools - QEGS / Parkside / St Oswald’s / Hilltop
Adult Education ashbourne.ace@derbyshire.gov.uk
Sports Clubs Look on list link http://www.ashbourne-town.com/orgs/clubs.html
AND Derbyshire Dales District Council and Derbyshire County Council.
Paul Wilson MCD, DipTP, DipMgmt, MRTPI, Corporate Director and Deputy Chief Executive, Derbyshire Dales District
Council, Town Hall. Matlock. Derbyshire, DE4 3NN
Telephone: 01629 761325 Facsimile: 01629 761163 e-mail: paul.wilson@derbyshiredales.gov.uk
Mike Ashworth ,Strategic Director (Economy, Transport & Environment)
Derbyshire County Council, County Hall Matlock, Derbyshire DE4 3NN
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Appendix B

Consultation Comments Received and Response Made
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Regulation 14 Statutory & Other Organisations Consultation submissions
Organisation

Plan
reference

Comment

Action

Derbyshire Dales District Council (page numbers referred to in Reg 14 version)
DDDC
Comments 15th Page 3
December
(4)
2017

DDDC
Comments 15th Page 7
December
(7)
2017
DDDC
Comments 15th Page 11
December
(11)
2017

All references to the Adopted Local Plan (2005) in the ANP will need to
be amended as on 7th December the Local Plan will be adopted by
Council, following receipt of the Inspectors report, in which he made the
point that we do have a five year supply of land for housing against an
OAN figure of 5680

ANPG response – Agreed
Page 4 states: - The Ashbourne Neighbourhood Plan has
been prepared against the context of national policy and the
Adopted Local Plan (2017). The Local Plan was adopted on 7
December 2017.

Does the ANP need to go into this much detail about the negotiations
with the neighbouring parish councils? Is not a simple Para sufficient
here?

ANPG response – Yes.
DCC has previously commented in full on this matter and
asked for a fuller description.

Suggest that is amended further to take account of the latest position
with regards to the Derbyshire Dales Local Plan.

ANPG response – Agreed
Paras 2.2 & 2.4 support that position

Page 12
DDDC
(16)
Comments 15th
December
2017

Comments on the section on weaknesses, were made on the April 2015
version of the ANP. The District Council has sought through the
preparation of the Derbyshire Dales Local Plan to allocates sites for new
residential development in sustainable locations. The statement that
proposed new housing is in the “wrong place” needs to be substantiated
if it is to remain in the ANP

ANPG response – Considered point and support principle of
sustainable development support the use of brown field sites
in preference to Green field stes.
Now Page 16 – “wrong place” developments deleted.

DDDC
Comments 15th Page 13
December
(19)
2017

This sets out that the ANP “must try and restrict urban sprawl particularly
to the South of the town centre which has increased incrementally over
the last 50years” This statement has been carried forward from the April
2015 version of the ANP. At that time the District Council commented
that this was in not in line with the pro-growth approach of the NPPF. In
order to conform with the NPPF and ensure compliance with the basic
conditions that the ANP is in accordance with National Policy the District
Council consider that this statement should be removed from the plan.

ANPG response – This is a descriptive fact. No change
Now Page 19 para 4.6 – “urban sprawl” changed to
“significant urban residential growth”
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Organisation

Plan
Reference

DDDC
Comments 15th Page 15
December
(68)
2017

DDDC
Comments 15th Page 17
December
(23)
2017

Comment

Action

It is noted that the title of this map has been changed - however the
reference to Para 77 in the NPPF on Page 59 does not provide any
evidence that these areas are able to demonstrate that the destination of
these areas in accordance with Para 77.

ANPG response – Review and clarify if required – reviewed
and rewritten in Section 5 Para’s 108 - 119

The key should be revised from Protected Area to Local Green Space

You will recall that in previously submitted version (April 2015) the
District Council commented that the reference to the loss of the cattle
market, needed substantiating. The same unsubstantiated phrase is
used in the current version of the ANP, and as you will be aware there is
no likelihood of a cattle market returning to Ashbourne in the future. It is
therefore recommended that this phrase is deleted or substantiated by
evidence.
The Neighbourhood Plan should recognise that the Local Plan contains
policies that seek to address this issue, and that no specific policies are
required in the Neighbourhood Plan

DDDC
Comments 15th Page 18
December
(24)
2017

DDDC
Comments 15th Page 19
December
(25)
2017

14

This section on Education will require some revision in light of the
Education Authority’s plans for primary education in Ashbourne resulting
in the adjustment of the roles of the current infant and junior schools

Has this been achieved? It might be appropriate to provide an update
position on the implementation of the school plans for Ashbourne.

ANPG response – Agreed - done

Now page 23
ANPG response – Could substantiate further if DDDC really
believes that the loss of the cattle market has not had a
negative impact on the town – no change
ANPG response – No change. The specific reference to the
NP at this point refers to Ashbourne’s special geographical
and environmental setting within the rolling hills of the Dales
This has special significance in relation to the preparing the
NP and determining community planning policies.

ANPG response – Some amendments have already been
made to address this point. It becomes a planning issue as it
is land use related as the decision not to enlarge Hilltop
School as originally planned will contribute to further traffic
congestion, pollution etc Page 24 Para 4.28
ANPG response – The Implementation section of the NP will
be strengthened to address this point. References on Page
25 direct readers to the Evidence document

Organisation

Plan
Reference

DDDC
Comments 15th Page 23
December
(47)
2017

DDDC
Comments
15th
December
2017

15

Page 25
(32)

Comment

Action

For clarity the Derbyshire Dales Local Plan in Policy S6 indicates that provision will be made
for at least 24hectares (gross) of employment land with Policy EC2 setting out a requirement
ANPG response – No change required
for 14-16 hectares in Ashbourne.
Although it refers to the development of a master-plan for phase two, of the Ashbourne
Airfield site it may be appropriate in light of the comments above that further consideration
as to whether this phrase should be maintained in the ANP.
The ANP sets out in relation to the Ashbourne Airfield development that “the NP will require
a new employment master-plan to be agreed by Ashbourne Town Council and DDDC before
the submission of any planning application”. Whilst this may be an aspiration this is beyond
the jurisdiction of the Town Council. A more appropriate statement in this regard could make
reference to the aspiration that the Town Council is fully engaged with any potential
developer of the whole site prior to the submission of any formal planning application
It is noted that the view of the community is that an Ashbourne by-pass must be a “firm
proposal” in the Neighbourhood Plan and the Local Plan. Elsewhere it is stated that “The
ANP strongly supports the provision of the Ashbourne By-pass as the most sustainable way
of making possible the planned new employment and housing growth”. This intention is
restated in Section 6 which does not form part of the statutory plan.
As you will be aware there is currently no funding or any prospect of any funding being made
available that would facilitate the provision of a Bypass for Ashbourne over the period of
either the Derbyshire Dales Local Plan or the ANP. Given that advice is that only proposals
with the likely prospect of being delivered during the plan period should be included in future
Local and Neighbourhood Plans it is therefore considered that any reference to the
construction of a Bypass in the ANP should be qualified in such a way that avoids the
potential for any issues over conformity.
To demonstrate the point being made it would be useful if there was specific reference to
the evidence - this could be provided as a links to documents and page references within
This sentence suggests that for all new development schemes in the town centre they
should include the required parking on site or be parking free. This does not seem to have
been included in the ANP Policy TRA-1 and as such would not be a consideration that the
local planning authority would take into account when determining planning applications.
Notwithstanding this comment it is considered that there is in fact no requirement for this to
be included within Policy TRA-1 as it would duplicate the requirement of Policies HC19 &
HC21 in the Derbyshire Dales Local Plan

ANPG response – The need for a
masterplan, prior to a future planning
application being submitted will remain. To
ensure future sustainable development.

ANPG response – both DDDC and DCC
have committed funding to evaluate the
best by-pass option route. The NP has
already been amended to reflect similar
comments by DCC. DDDC to review their
comment subject to seeing amended text.
ANPG response – Sections 4, 7 & 8 of the
Evidence document references the issue
ANPG response – The query over parking
is addressed in Section 5 para 73
The second point with regard to
duplication of Local Plan and ANP policies
covers several other comments from
DDDC. The advice from Urban Vision, our
planning consultants on the NP, is that any
similar planning policies in both the Local
Plan and the ANP is justifiable.

Organisation

Plan
Reference

DDDC
Comments 15th Page 26
December
(30)
2017

Comment

ANPG response –. The project has been discussed /
The ANP could help to safeguard land to meet this facility by allocating it, researched with businesses/developers and potential users
and having a policy which safeguards the site and which set out the
and is incorporated in a planning application.
criteria by which planning permission would be granted. It is noted that in
Section 6 there is a reference to this as a project - at no point does the
No change
plan set out who will implement and when e.g. is there any funding
available or is it just an aspiration project?

The District Council acknowledges the conclusions of the Ashbourne
Housing Needs Assessment and considers that this research
compliments that undertaken by GL Hearn as part of the preparation of
the Derbyshire Dales Local Plan
DDDC
Comments 15th Page 27
December
(35)
2017

Action

The role of the District Council is to ensure that the strategic housing
needs of the whole Local Plan area - a position on which in terms of
housing numbers that the Local Plan Inspector has now agreed with the
overall numbers of homes to be delivered over the period to 2033. While
some parts of the Local Plan area will achieve more than 'local needs'
this is inevitable for this particular reason.
Is there evidence that ATC can provide to substantiate this point ?

ANPG response – Local Plan does not mention the
Ashbourne Housing Needs Assessment study which is a
major omission. The DDDC should correct this omission of
reference to the Housing Assessment in future edition of their
Local Plan.
ANPG response – Agreed

ANPG response – refer to Evidence document

These don't read as indicators as they are not SMART, and read more
as aspirational outputs of the Local Plan rather than deliverables.
DDDC
Comments 15th Page 28
December
(36)
2017

16

ANPG response – clarified with DDDC
Revise figure down to the lower and agreed OAN figure set out in the
Inspectors report etc.

ANPG response – Agreed and done.

Organisation

Plan
Reference

DDDC
Comments 15th Page 29
December
(37)
2017

Comment

Action

The Local Plan has to provide sufficient land to meet for the correct OAN figure
to ensure that it complies with the NPPF - if only local need were met across the
plan area then this would represent an under provision of the numbers, and the
plan would not therefore be strategic enough to meet the NPPF requirements. In
other words sometimes to meet the housing requirements more allocations may
be delivered in specific locations across the plan are, which might be above the
'local needs' figure..

ANPG response – The impact of this key strategic
planning policy on Ashbourne is not fully explained in
the Local Plan, specifically with regard to the need for
planned community infrastructure to support
sustainable development. Further revisions of the
local plan should clarify the sustainable approach of
DDDC.

In some respect it is irrelevant what the 2012 figure was - the plan needs to
based upon the most up to date figures.

ANPG response – Agreed updated

See comments above about strategic housing figures in the Local Plan. What
proportion increase is irrelevant at this stage !

ANPG response – Agreed updated

The comments which refers to “urban development corridor” are misleading and
should be corrected. Residential development granted planning and situated
within the plan area consolidates existing development rather than extend the
town further south and east.

ANPG response – Disagree. It is a geographical fact

This paragraph implies that the residential development will occur on greenfield
sites, this should be clarified to say within the plan area. As the ANP sets out
development on the Ashbourne Airfield is primarily beyond the plan area, and is a ANPG response – disagree no change.
predominantly brownfield site.
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Organisation

Plan
Reference

Comment

Action

The approach to the provision of housing in the Local Plan has been
endorsed by the Inspector in his report. It is considered that this Para
should be deleted from the plan.

DDDC
Comments
15th
December
2017

The reference to BFL has been removed from the Local Plan because of the
Governments desire not to be overly prescriptive on design matters.
In March 2015 the Secretary of State in a written ministerial statement
(https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/planning-update-march-2015) set
out that it was introducing new technical standards for housing which would
complement the Building Regulations and was intended to rationalise the
many differing existing standards into a simpler, streamlined system which will
reduce burdens and help bring forward much needed new homes.
Page 30
(37)

The statement went on that from the date the Deregulation Bill 2015 is given
ANPG response – Section 4 Para 4.70 & 4.71 deleted
Royal Assent, local planning authorities and qualifying bodies preparing
neighbourhood plans should not set in their emerging Local Plans,
neighbourhood plans, or supplementary planning documents, any additional
local technical standards or requirements relating to the construction, internal
layout or performance of new dwellings. This includes any policy requiring any
level of the Code for Sustainable Homes to be achieved by new
development...
It is considered that the reference to making BFL mandatory and the
reference to it in the Local Plan should be deleted.

DDDC
Comments 15th Page 31
December
(38/39)
2017
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The policy relating to Shrovetide has been deleted from the Local Plan - this
reference should be deleted in the ANP

ANPG response – Agreed - deleted

May be appropriate to make reference to which policy in the ANP supports
these uses as there does not appear to be any site allocations made within
the plan to support the delivery of these facilities.

ANPG response – site allocations will arise as
community initiatives develop – Pavilion Project, Hilltop
Community Hall, Henmore walk etc. Consider as
appropriate in future NP revision.

Organisation

Plan
Reference

DDDC
Comments 15th Page 33
December
(41)
2017

Comment

Action

This whole section will need to be updated to reflect the fact that the Local
Plan was adopted on 7th December 2017 and that the ANP has to be
conformity with that plan.

ANPG response – Agreed. Basic Condition statement
clarifies conformity with Local Plan - done

DDDC
Comments 15th Page 34
December
(42)
2017

The following Paras duplicate that set out on Page 27 - consideration should
be given to rationalising this to avoid duplication

ANPG response – agreed – reviewed and ammended

DDDC
Comments 15th Page 36
December
(44)
2017

Can the source of these figures be identified and included within the plan maybe as a footnote?

ANPG response – Considered not appropriate – no
change

The Atkins Study is out of dated and superseded by the G L Hearn Study.
Reference to this study should be deleted.

ANPG response – Agreed text revised and GLHearn
Study referred to in Para 4.38

DDDC
Comments 15th Page 37
December
(29)
2017

Insert Planning Application Reference Number ?
As the policies duplicate the Local Plan and are not necessary for inclusion
within the Neighbourhood Plan maybe this paragraph should be re-written to
be something more aspirational for the Town Council in relation to the redevelopment of the Airfield site.

DDDC
Comments 15th Page 38
December
(48)
2017

Policy EMP1 – Ashbourne Airfield – The District Council acknowledges that
part of the site lies within the plan area of the ANP, however the requirements
of the policy duplicate those set out in Policy DS1 and Policy DS8 and other
policies in the Derbyshire Dales Local Plan. As such the District Council
considers that the policy should be deleted.
If the Steering Group wish to have a policy in the Neighbourhood Plan which
compliments the Local Plan and seeks to achieve its objectives of higher
quality employment development on the site then one option might be for this
policy to be replaced by something which is more generic support for that
ambition.
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ANPG response - The advice from Urban Vision, our
planning consultants on the NP, is that any similar
planning policies in both the Local Plan and the ANP is
justifiable – no change

ANPG response - The advice from Urban Vision, our
planning consultants on the NP, is that any similar
planning policies in both the Local Plan and the ANP is
justifiable – no change

Organisation

Plan
Reference

DDDC
Comments 15th Page 39
December
(49)
2017

DDDC
Comments 15th
December 2017

Page 43
(52)

Comment

Action

The District Council does not disagree with the sentiments in this section,
however all of them are included in Policy within the Local Plan and do not
need to included within the ANP.

ANPG response - The advice from Urban Vision, our
planning consultants on the NP, is that any similar
planning policies in both the Local Plan and the ANP is
justifiable – no change
ANPG response - The advice from Urban Vision, our
planning consultants on the NP, is that any similar
planning policies in both the Local Plan and the ANP is
justifiable – no change

Policy EMP2 – Existing Employment Land and Premises duplicates the
requirements of Policy EC3 in the Derbyshire Dales Local Plan as such the
District Council considers that the policy should be deleted from the ANP.

Policy ATC1 – Ashbourne Town Centre – The extent of the ‘defined’ town centre as shown
on Page 42 is much broader than that identified in the Derbyshire Dales Local Plan. There
does not appear to be any justification and/or evidence for this broader definition of the town
centre boundary.
Policy ATC1 in general terms also would appear to duplicate the criteria set out in Policy
EC6 in the Derbyshire Dales Local Plan. As this is an important policy for safeguarding the
town centre the District Council consider that the policy should set out criteria for use in the
determination of planning applications that reflect the issues that are unique to Ashbourne
town centre. If this cannot be achieved then consideration should be given to the deletion of
this policy
There does not appear to be any justification for a threshold of 200 sq metres, which is less
than that included within Policy EC6 in the Derbyshire Dales Local Plan.

ANPG response – The NP Town Centre definition is
based on sound local knowledge and is justified. The
Local Plan boundary may need to be reviewed
accordingly at a future date.
ANPG response - The advice from Urban Vision, our
planning consultants on the NP, is that any similar
planning policies in both the Local Plan and the ANP is
justifiable – no change
Justification is to reflect Ashbourne’s small retail outlets
based ANPG assessment of retail outlets – no change

See above comment - the threshold figure is unjustified and less than that set out in the
Local Plan.

DDDC
Comments 15th
December 2017
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Page 44
(53)

Whilst there is inevitability going to be a lack of affordable housing in Ashbourne the
increase in shared ownership is more likely to be as a result of an increase in supply in
Ashbourne facilitated by the District Council - more evidence would be required to
demonstrate the actual level of need for affordable housing.

ANPG response – The Ashbourne Housing Needs
Assessment (HNA)demonstrates the need for affordable
housing in Ashbourne

Where does the evidence for this statement come from ?

ANPG response – no change

This phrase can be revised in light of the adoption of the Local Plan, and Policy HOU-1
deleted

ANPG response – considered – to remain as supported
by HNA no change

Organisation

Plan
Reference

DDDC
Comments 15th Page 45
December
(55)
2017

Comment
Policy HOU1 – Housing Mix – The AHNA provides evidence that there is a
need for more affordable homes to meet the future residential needs of the
community in Ashbourne, and this policy seeks to set out a requirement for
smaller homes across the plan area on sites of 10 dwellings or more. This
policy however duplicates the requirements of Policy HC11 in the Derbyshire
Dales Local Plan and as such should be deleted from the ANP.

The reference to a Local Plan policy ‘Delivering High Quality Development’ is
misleading because there is no policy in the Derbyshire Dales Local Plan.
This should be deleted from the ANP or replaced by the correct reference in
the Derbyshire Dales Local Plan.

DDDC
Comments 15th Page 47
December
(56)
2017
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Action

ANPG response - The advice from Urban Vision, our
planning consultants on the NP, is that any similar
planning policies in both the Local Plan and the ANP is
justifiable – no change

ANPG response – Agreed. DDDC to provide correct
reference and justification – Replaced with Policy PD1
Design and Place Making.

Policy DES1 – Design – this policy is welcomed but it is considered that in the
interests of clarity ‘superior environmental performance’ should be defined. It’s
wording could be improved and made appropriate to use in the determination
of planning applications by being revised along the lines of “Planning
permission will be granted for new development where they incorporate high
quality and sustainable design and where they are able to satisfy the following
criteria:….” Consideration should be given about how to demonstrate just
ANPG response – All good points. Considered and
what is meant by 'high quality' in the intro to the policy.
deletions and reviews made.
Bullet Point 1 - it is suggested that in some cases imitation might work better
than new 'modern' design property, and as such it is considered appropriate to
delete the phrase 'but not imitate' from the Policy.
It is suggested that bullet point 15 is re-written because it could be interpreted
as permanently lit areas are permitted. Bullet point 18 would appear to
duplicate requirements within the Local Plan

Organisation

Plan
Reference

DDDC
Comments 15th Page 48
December
(57)
2017

DDDC
Comments 15th Page 49
December
2017

DDDC
Comments 15th Page 50
December
(63)
2017

Comment
Policy DES2 – Conservation Area – this policy intends to set out and guide
development within the Ashbourne Conservation Area. It does, however, fail
to set out what criteria will be taken into account when the local planning
authority determine planning applications in the Ashbourne Conservation
Area.
Furthermore, it makes reference to the potential impact upon the listed
buildings and structures many of which are situated outside the Ashbourne
Conservation Area. As such the policy appears to be confused as to its
purpose.
The District Council consider that Policy PD2 in the Derbyshire Dales Local
Plan is sufficient for the local planning authority to determine where they have
the potential to have an impact upon a heritage asset, and as such Policy
DES2 should be deleted from the ANP.

ANPG response –DDDC comments taken on board and
a plan amended – no change

ANPG response - The advice from Urban Vision, our
planning consultants on the NP, is that any similar
planning policies in both the Local Plan and the ANP is
justifiable – no change

Although the transport section, is largely focused on traffic vehicle
movements, this section could be broadened to include the promotion of
recreational cycling and walking given the central location of the access to the
Tissington Trail and the potential economic benefits this brings to the town, as
mentioned on Page 25 of the ANP.

ANPG response – Section 4.55 is Cycling & Walking
specific no need for further amplification – no change

The figure of “over 950” homes in the fifth Para needs the data source or
evidence base noting. Also the reference in the same Para should be 8
hectares and not 7 ha.

Wording amended as suggested

Policy TRA1 – Transport – As currently written it does not set out any relevant
criteria for use in the determination of planning applications. Furthermore the
District Council consider that Policy HC19 and HC20 in the Derbyshire Dales
Local Plan provide sufficient criteria to ensure that the traffic and
transportation issues associated with new development are taken into account
when the local planning authority determine a planning application.

ANPG response – Evidence provided in Baseline
Evidence document
The advice from Urban Vision, our planning consultants
on the NP, is that any similar policies in both the Local
Plan and the ANP s justifiable. No change

As such the District Council consider that this policy should be deleted from
the ANP.
Whilst these are identified in the Neighbourhood Plan on Page 24 - there is
no real evidence that these junctions are the critical ones.
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Action

ANPG response – Evidence provided in Baseline
Evidence document

Organisation

Plan
Reference

Comment
The 2005 Local Plan is now completely superseded by the Local Plan
adopted 2017 - this Para should be deleted.

DDDC
Comments 15th Page 52
December
(56)
2017

Action

ANPG response – no need for change as it clearly states
the facts at the time of research

See above comment - The 2005 Local Plan is now completely superseded by
the Local Plan adopted 2017 - this Para should be deleted.
ANPG response – no need for change as it clearly states
the facts at the time of research
ACV's are already recognised as a material planning consideration in Policy
HC15 in the Local Plan

Deleted

To which policy does this relate?
Should read Page 15
DDDC
Comments 15th Page 53
December
(56/57)
2017

ANPG response – information added
It would be helpful to set out why the ANP considers that these areas meet
the criteria in the NPPF and also which specific Para number in the NPPF...
Policy COM1 - the District Council considers that Policy HC15 and other
policies in the Derbyshire Dales Local Plan provides sufficient criteria for the
determination of applications for planning permission involving the provision or The advice from Urban Vision, our planning consultants
loss of community facilities and that as such this policy is not considered
on the NP, is that any similar policies in both the Local
necessary for inclusion in the ANP.
Plan and the ANP s justifiable - no change

DDDC
Comments 15th Page 54
December
(67)
2017

Policy COM2 – Local Green Space – the wording of this policy could be
improved to ensure that it is suitable for the determination of planning
applications on the designated Local Green Space sites. The policy could be
written as follows:
Planning permission will only be granted for development on the Local Green
Spaces identified on the Policies Map where it compliments the current use of
the site and does not have an adverse impact upon the quality of the open
space or its recreational value.
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ANPG response – Helpful comment added to the
Neighbourhood Plan

Organisation

Plan
Reference

DDDC
Comments 15th Page 55
December
(X)
2017
DDDC
Comments 15th Page 57
December
(75/76)
2017

DDDC
Comments 15th Page 58
December
(75/76)
2017

DDDC
Comments 15th Page 60
December
(80)
2017

DDDC
Comments 15th Page 61
December
(80)
2017
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Comment

Action

The use of the phrase “To rectify the present downward spiral” appears to be
unsubstantiated – the District Council considers it better if the phrase was
removed.

ANPG response - deleted

This Para should be updated to take account of the information recently
provided which shows about £8.5m has been agreed by way of contributions
for Ashbourne.

ANPG response – The Implementation Section has been
amended following Rule 14 comments and new data
from DDDC on S106 agreements.

As you will be aware the use of agreements under s106 and S278 have to be
reasonably, related to the development and necessary to make the
development happen. Whilst the ANP indicates that Town and Parish
Councils can comment on s106 agreements it is not the District Council’s
practice to discuss the contents of s106 and s278 negotiations with
stakeholders. If such a practice were to be introduced it is likely to result in a
breakdown of negotiations, and add considerable delay to the issuing of
decisions. The District Council has committed that any financial contributions
secured through s106 agreements with be reported on in the annual Authority
Monitoring Report on a Parish by Parish area. This section needs redrafting
to reflect these comments. Previous comments on this point were made to the
April 2015 version of the ANP.

ANPG – DDDC needs to explain why communication
with Ashbourne Town Council will result in a breakdown
of negotiations with applicants. The opportunity for the
Town Council to be involved in S106 discussions has
been agreed by the District Council’s Monitoring Officer –
No change

There is a glossary in the Derbyshire Dales Local Plan Pre-Submission Draft
which you may find useful to use in the ANP. The definition of s106 needs to
be redefined in accordance with the National Planning Policy Framework. The
definition of s278 agreements refers to “the Council” this should in fact relate
to “the County Council”.

ANPG response – Revised to cover this point

This should be Neighbourhood Area - the definition of which the area that the
Neighbourhood Plan covers.

ANPG response – Agreed - ammended

This doesn't seem a particularly good definition for Statutory

ANPG response – Revised

Organisation

Plan
Reference

Comment

Action

Gladman Development Ltd, Congleton

Policy EMP1 –
Ashbourne Airfield

Gladman

Gladman
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Policy DES1 –
Design

Policy COM2 –
Local Green Space

Policy EMP1 states that employment, business and industrial development
will be approved on Ashbourne Airfield.
Whilst Gladman have no specific comments to making regarding the
proposed use of Ashbourne Airfield, we would like to remind the Town
Council that planning applications will be determined by Derbyshire Dales
District Council. As such we recommend that the word ‘approved’ in the first
sentence of the policy is replaced with ‘supported’ ensuring that the
neighbourhood plan is in full conformity with national policy and guidance.
Policy DES1 sets out a list of 17 criteria design criteria that all applications
for residential development are expected to adhere to.
Whilst Gladman recognise the importance of high-quality design, planning
policies should not be overly prescriptive and need flexibility in order for
schemes to respond to sites specifics and the character of the local area.
There will not be a ‘one size fits all’ solution in relation to design and sites
should be considered on a site by site basis with consideration given to
various design principles.
Gladman therefore suggest that more flexibility is provided in the policy
wording to ensure that a high quality and inclusive design is not
compromised by aesthetic requirements alone. We consider that to do so
could act to impact on the viability of proposed residential developments. We
suggest that regard should be had to paragraph 60 of the NPPF which
states that: "Planning policies and decisions should not attempt to impose
architectural styles or particular tastes and they should not stifle innovation,
originality or initiative through unsubstantiated requirements to conform to
certain development forms or styles".
Policy COM2 seeks to identify 5 Local Green Spaces.
In order to designate land as LGS the Town Council must ensure that it is
able to demonstrate robust evidence to meet national policy requirements
set out in the Framework. The Framework makes clear in paragraph 76 that
the role of local communities seeking to designate land as LGS should be
consistent with the local planning of sustainable development for the wider
area. Paragraph 76 states that:
‘Local communities through local and neighbourhood plans should be able
to identify for special protection green areas of particular importance to
them. By designating land as Local Green Space local communities will be

This point really reflects terminology and
therefore the Neighbourhood Plan has
been amended accordingly

Gladman recognise the importance of
high-quality design in future
developments in Ashbourne and this is
reflected in the current wording of Policy
DES1 which also permits flexibility in
approach. No change to NP.

Gladmann
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able to rule out new development other than in very special circumstances.
Identifying land as Local Green Space should therefore be
consistent with the local planning of sustainable development and
complement investment in sufficient homes, jobs and other essential
services. Local Green Spaces should only be designated when a plan is
prepared or reviewed, and be capable of enduring beyond the
end of the plan period.’
Further guidance is provided in paragraph 77 which sets out three tests that
must be met for the designation of Local Green Spaces. Paragraph 77
states that:
‘The Local Green Space designation will not be appropriate for most green
areas or open space. The designation should only be used:
- Where the green space is in reasonably close proximity to the community it
serves;
- Where the green area is demonstrably special to a local community and
holds a particular local significance, for example because of its beauty,
historic significance, recreation value (including as a playing field),
tranquillity or richness of its wildlife; and
- Where the green area concerned is local in character and is not an
extensive tract of land.’
It is essential that evidence to demonstrate how any proposed LGS meet the
criteria of paragraph 77 is provided and can be easily accessed by anyone
wishing to comment on the draft Neighbourhood Plan. Gladman recommend
that the Town Council publish as a matter of urgency a robust evidence
base to support the inclusion of Local Green Spaces.
The issues surrounding LGS designations have been considered in a
number of other Examiner’s reports across the country and we highlight the
following decisions:
- The Seldlescombe Neighbourhood Plan Examiner’s Report1
recommended the deletion of a LGS measuring approximately 4.5ha as it
was found to be an extensive tract of land.
- The Oakley and Deane Neighbourhood Plan Examiners Report2
recommended the deletion of a LGS measuring approximately 5ha and also
found this area to be not local in character. Thereby failing to meet 2 of the 3
tests for LGS designation.
- The Alrewas Neighbourhood Plan Examiner’s Report3 identifies that both
sites proposed as LGS in the neighbourhood plan ‘in relation to the overall
size of the Alrewas Village’ to be extensive tracts of land. The Examiner in
this instance recommended the deletion of the proposed LGSs which
measured approximately 2.4ha and 3.7ha.

Gladman’s reiteration of NPPF guidance
and the inclusion of relevant case studies
with regard to land use designation is
very helpful. The protection of land
identified as ‘Green Open Space’ in the
Ashbourne Neighbourhood Plan is based
on evidence in the earlier DDDC
Adopted Local Plan 2005, various public
consultations on the ANP between 20142017 as well as a thorough appraisal by
Ashbourne Town Council

Policy COM2 –
Local Green Space

Gladman

Conclusions

- The Freshford and Limpley Neighbourhood Plan Examiner’s Report4
identified that the six LGS proposed did not meet the criteria required by the
Framework either collectively or individually. Indeed, the Examiner identified
that the combination of sites comprised of an extensive tract of land. The
Examiner also considered that the protection of fields to ‘prevent
agglomeration between the settlement areas… is not the purpose of Local
Green Space designation’.
- The Eastington Neighbourhood Plan Examiner’s Report5 recommended
the deletion of three LGS (16ha and 2ha) considered to be extensive tracts
of land. The third proposed LGS was deleted due to the lack of evidence
demonstrating its importance and significance to the local community.
- The Tattenhill and Rangemore Neighbourhood Plan Examiner’s Report6
recommended the deletion of 2 LGS comprising of 4.3ha and 9.4ha.
- The Norley Examiner’s Report7 identified a total of 13 parcels of land to be
designated as LGS. The Examiner recommended at §4.98 that the
identification of these extensive tracts of agricultural land was contrary to
NPPF policy and recommended that the policy should be deleted. The
proposed LGS measured in the range of 1ha – 4.3ha

Gladman recognises the role of neighbourhood plans as a tool for local
people to shape the development of their local community. However, it is
clear from national guidance that these must be consistent with national
planning policy and the strategic requirements for the wider authority area.
Through this consultation response, Gladman has sought to clarify the
relation of the ANP as currently proposed with the requirements of national
planning policy and the wider strategic policies for the wider area.
Several of the policies currently lack the proportionate, robust evidence to
justify their inclusion and some of the policies are restrictive to the extent
that the plan might not be considered to be promoting sustainable
development.
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It is not clear whether Gladman’s has
read the ‘Evidence Base’ report which
provides the statistical and needs based
evidence to support the ANP in their
claim that some planning policies, which
are unidentified, lack robust evidence to
support their inclusion in the ANP. This
will be clarified in future correspondence
with Gladman’s. The planning policies in
the ANP have been vetted by our
consultants Urban Vision who provide
advice and assistance to both National
Government, Local Authorities and many
Neighbourhood Plan organisations. The
ANP’s planning policies are designed to
promote sustainable development.
Unless Gladman’s can specify precisely
which ANP planning policies do not, in
their opinion, support sustainable
development no further amendment to
the ANP is required.

Organisation

Plan Reference

Comment

Action

Smart Gas Training and Assessment Centre

Smart Gas

Education

Organisation

Plan Reference
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To Whom it may concern, Please let me introduce Smart Gas Training and
Assessment Centre to you. We are a newly established Training/Assessment
Centre that has opened on the Industrial Estate in Ashbourne Derbyshire. The
centre has been successfully delivering training to the local community for the
past 12 months, so much so that we are now looking to expand our training
provision to cater for the increasing local demand. Me and my partner have close
links to Ashbourne, me being a resident and my business partner living in nearby
Uttoxeter. We recognised the need for training requirements within the
Ashbourne community and decided to support the local needs by opening a
training centre. We are both PGCE experienced education specialists with a
wealth of auditable success within the FE sector, and believe our skills and
experience of education, and in particular construction training, is proving to be a
huge asset to the Ashbourne and its surrounding area. The reasoning for the
aforementioned notes, is in relation to the development project for the Airfield
Industrial Estate area, we feel slightly aggrieved that we (as education specialists
from Ashbourne) have not been communicated with regarding the plans for an
Education Hub. Surely with our knowledge and passion, as well as our strong
reputation with the local construction industry, it makes sense for our council to
support the local SMEs and the local employers? Can you please advise me on
how we can raise our interest in becoming part of this exciting development? As
education specialists from this exact area, we want to be at the forefront of any
training requirements for the local community, as we have been for the last 12
months.

Comment

ANPG made contact and explained that
the research took place before they were
established – but once Master plan
negotiated all interested parties will be
engaged.

Action

Derbyshire County Council
DCC

Executive summary

Derbyshire County Council
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As a general point, text formatting in the Executive Summary appears to be
an issue with words and parts of sentences missing and line spacing
variable making it difficult to read.
It is welcomed and supported that the NP has been informed by an
extensive range of evidence set out in an accompanying evidence
document, and outcomes of major community engagement and consultation
exercises, which is acknowledged in the first paragraph of the Executive
Summary.
A key concern with the Executive Summary and the document as a whole is
that all references to the Adopted Derbyshire Dales Local Plan (2005) and
the emerging Derbyshire Dales Local Plan will need to be amended or
removed. This includes updating target figures, dates and any other relevant
information. This is because the Derbyshire Dales Local Plan was adopted
by Derbyshire Dales District Council (DDDC) on 7 December 2017, following
receipt of the Inspectors report. The Inspector’s report accepts that DDDC
can demonstrate a five year supply of housing land against an amended
objectively assessed housing need figure of 5,680 new houses. This
particularly needs to be reflected in the second paragraph of the Executive
Summary as this sets an important context for the rest of the Plan.
It is welcomed and supported that the last paragraph of the Executive
Summary makes reference to the fact that the Plan provides a framework for
a positive partnership with Derbyshire County Council (as well as DDDC, the
South Derbyshire Clinical Commissioning Group and local employers and
developers).
The comments below, however, raise a range of concerns and issues with
the Plan as currently written, which will need to be addressed by the Town
Council to ensure that it does provide a framework for a positive partnership
with the County Council.

Point accepted. NP will be ‘proof read’ before
final submission to DDDC.
Point emphasises that the NP is founded on a
strong community base which strengthens the
importance of ‘community driven’ planning
policies

Point accepted. NP was amended accordingly

Organisation

DCC

DCC

Plan Reference

Comment

Action

Section 2
Neighbourhood
Plan Area

The ANP rightfully notes that the Derbyshire Dales Local Plan proposes
extension of the Ashbourne settlement framework boundary and in turn
includes both phases of the proposed development of the Ashbourne Airfield
site and that this site will make provision for a significant proportion of future
housing and employment growth in the town. Unfortunately, the NP’s
boundary is limited to the Ashbourne parish and thus, covers only part of the
proposed Airfield development site. Given the scale of development
proposed in the Derbyshire Dales Local Pan, it would have been beneficial
to have had one large Neighbourhood Plan spanning the relevant parishes.
It is unfortunate that discussions with neighbouring parishes has lead to the
decision that Ashbourne Town Council should pursue the Neighbourhood
Plan on its own with the obvious outcome being that a significant portion of
the Airfield site falls outside the ANP’s remit, despite having a material
impact on Ashbourne and its services

The NP and the ‘Evidence Base’ report ensure
that readers fully understand the time and effort
invested by the Ashbourne Neighbourhood
Plan Group during 2013 to fully engage and
persuade neighbouring parish councils to be
involved in the Neighbourhood Plan specifically
with regard to the Ashbourne Airfield
development site.
Nevertheless, the fact that both Phase 1 and
Phase 2 of the Ashbourne Airfield site have
land within the NP boundary enables the plan
to have planning policies that ensure the
‘material impact’ of its development is beneficial
to the provision of community services within
Ashbourne.

Section 3:
Community and
Stakeholder
Engagement

The section on weaknesses on page 16 makes a statement that “Proposed
new housing developments to date are often in the wrong place outside the
preferred housing development sites in the emerging Local Plan”. DCC is
aware that the DDDC has previously made comments to the Town Council
regarding this matter back in April 2015 on a previous version of the ANP.
The District Council believes that it has sought through the preparation of
the Derbyshire Dales Local Plan to allocate sites for new residential
development in sustainable locations. Indeed, the housing allocations in the
NP amended
Local Plan have been deemed to be acceptable by the Local Plan Inspector
in his recent report on the Plan as providing for sustainable forms of
development. Previous housing developments in Ashbourne will also have
been through the planning application process and deemed to be acceptable
by the District Council as proving for a sustainable form of development. It is
recommended, therefore, that the statement at the top of page 12 should be
removed from the NP or quantified as set out above

Derbyshire County Council
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Organisation

DCC

DCC

DCC

Plan Reference

Comment

Action

Section 4: Key
Evidence and Data

This section sets out that the ANP “must try and restrict urban sprawl
particularly to the South of the town centre which has increased
incrementally over the last 50 years”
This statement has been carried forward from the April 2015 version of the
ANP and DCC is aware that DDDC has previously expressed concern about
the policy. The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) indicates that
sustainable urban extensions of towns and cities is an appropriate means for
local planning authorities meeting their housing needs. The statement,
therefore, is clearly at odds with advice in the NPPF and should be removed
or qualified with further explanation.

The NP shows clearly that Ashbourne has
expanded to the south of the core of the town
over the last 50 years. This has resulted in
planned developments on parts of the
Ashbourne Airfield site being further from the
core community service provision of Ashbourne
Town Centre that many other neighbouring
settlements such as Clifton, Mappleton and
even Mayfield in Staffordshire. Section 4 is
therefore factually correct and sets out strategic
planning criteria that is supported by the NPPF.
No change to the NP required

Education

Ashbourne Town
Centre

Derbyshire County Council
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Since the plan was written, the conversion of the infant schools and junior
school has taken place and it is felt that this should be reflected in the
document. The plans for works at the schools are progressing and will
reflect the need created by the additional housing in the area. Furthermore,
this section on Education will require some revision in light of the Education
Authority’s plans for primary education in Ashbourne resulting in the
adjustment of the roles of the current infant and junior schools. More
information may be appropriate therefore in this section to provide an
updated position on the implementation of the school plans for Ashbourne

Policy ATC1 – Ashbourne Town Centre – The extent of the ‘defined’ town
centre as shown on Page 42 is much broader than that identified in the
Derbyshire Dales Local Plan. There does not appear to be any justification
for this broader definition
of the town centre boundary, which should be addressed in the NP.
.

Point accepted. NP amended/updated
Plan updated –
Reg 14 consultation raised many questions with
regard process – these were put to DCC via
response to a PAN consultation (letter
appended to Evidence Education Section –
response sill awaited for inclusion)

The definition of the town centre in the NP has
been defined by the Ashbourne community
itself through a variety of public consultations.
No change to the NP.

Organisation

Plan Reference

Comment
Page 23 paragraph 1 of the ANP makes reference to 15 hectares of new
employment growth. However, this is the whole employment land
requirement for the Local Plan area. It is considered that, this should be
made clear at this point so as not to confuse the reader who may consider
that this is the requirement in the ANP area itself.

DCC

Employment

Paragraph 4 on page 23 of the ANP sets out in relation to the Ashbourne
Airfield development that “the NP will require a new employment masterplan to be agreed by Ashbourne Town Council and DDDC before the
submission of any planning application”. Whilst this may be an aspiration
this is beyond the jurisdiction of the Town Council. A more appropriate
statement in this regard could make reference to the aspiration that the
Town Council will fully engage with the site promoter and DDDC in the
preparation of a masterplan prior to the submission of any formal planning
application. DCC is fully supportive of a masterplan being produced for the
airfield site as the most appropriate means to guide its future development
and delivery.

Action

The definition of the employment area in the
NP is in accordance with the Adopted Local
Plan 2017. No change to the NP.
Point taken. Para 4.41 stresses hat this I a
partnership arrangement

Agreed
Amend NP accordingly - done

On page 36, Local Enterprise Partnership are incorrectly referred to as Local
Enterprise Agency.
It is also suggested that a key is needed on the map to identify phases 1 and
2 of the Ashbourne Airfield allocations.

DCC

Housing

Derbyshire County Council
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As noted above, the key concern in the NP is that all references to housing
need should now be set in the context of the Derbyshire Dales Local Plan,
which was adopted by DDDC on 7 December 2017 and which identifies an
overall housing requirement for the District of 5,680 dwellings.
It is welcomed and supported that the Section on Housing and Policy
approach in HOU1 has been supported by extensive evidence in the
Ashbourne Housing Needs Assessment (AHNA). This is considered to
complement the District Council’s own Housing and Economic Needs Study
by G L Hearne. On page 28 and 29 there is a confusing consideration of
housing numbers and growth in and around Ashbourne and it is not clear
where the figure of 1,868 houses homes allocated within Ashbourne has
come from. A more detailed breakdown would be helpful

Reviewed and amended where needed

Organisation

DCC
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Plan Reference

Highways &
Transport

Comment
Ashbourne by-pass
It is noted that the view of the community is that an Ashbourne by-pass must
be a “firm proposal” in the Neighbourhood Plan and the Local Plan.
Elsewhere it is stated that “The ANP strongly supports the provision of the
Ashbourne By-pass as the most sustainable way of making possible the
planned new employment and housing growth”.
This intention is restated in Section 6 which does not form part of the
statutory plan. The ANP states that the emerging Local Plan does not
contain the Ashbourne bypass in its strategic objectives. The recently
adopted Derbyshire Dales Local Plan (2017) however in Policy S8 part d)
states that the plan “supports the principle of a second bypass to connect
the A52 west of the town with the A515 to the north should funding
opportunities arise”.
In the context of the above, DCC would draw the attention of the Town
Council to a report which was considered at the County Council’s Cabinet on
29 June 2017 on the carrying out of investigation and preparation work into
a possible north-south bypass for Ashbourne. In summary the report
indicated that the County Council has, for some considerable time,
maintained a position of ‘in principle’ support for a north-south bypass, the
broad objectives of which would be two-fold: to relieve the town itself of
through-traffic and heavy goods vehicles in particular and to serve as a more
suitable route for visitors to the Peak District National Park. The report
included a number of recommendations that were agreed by Cabinet
as follows:
• The carrying out of Stage 1 (option appraisal development) work on a
possible A5151 Ashbourne Bypass as set out in the report:
• To procure consultants to help develop proposals and options;
• To initiate a programme of local stakeholder engagement, including local
businesses, residents and Members of Parliament; and
• For Cabinet to receive a further report on its completion recommending the
next steps.
As the Town Council will be aware there is currently no immediate
funding or any prospect in the short term of any funding being made
available that would facilitate the provision of a Bypass for Ashbourne over
the period of either the Derbyshire Dales Local Plan or the ANP. Given that
Government advice is that only proposals with the likely prospect of being
delivered during the plan period should be included

Action

Ashbourne Town Council fully understands
what the Highway Authority is proposing for
delivering the Ashbourne bypass and looks
forward to receiving the initial consultant’s
report on initial findings.

With regard to the Adopted Local Plan 2017
and what it says about a western bypass for
Ashbourne, should the Local Plan be
amended to state that a number of potential
options are currently being evaluated.
Otherwise it might appear that the Adopted
Local Plan might prejudice the final evaluation
on what, if any, the best bypass route for
Ashbourne could be.

A member of the Ashbourne Neighbourhood
Plan Group wrote to the Deputy Leader of
DCC to ask for clarification on the formal
officer comment on the NP with regard to the
bypass. Any future amendment to the NP will
therefore incorporate the response received
from the Deputy Leader of DCC.

DCC

Highways &
Transport

DCC

Highways &
Transport

in future Local and Neighbourhood Plans it is therefore considered that any
reference to the construction of a Bypass in the ANP should be qualified in
such a way that avoids the potential for any issues over conformity .A clear
business case would need to be established to justify whatever course of
action is taken regarding a proposed bypass. Options should include the
relative costs and benefits of investing in a bypass as well as the costs and
benefits of investing in suitable alternative sustainable travel options,
including new infrastructure to link the town centre with new developments,
as well as ‘soft’ options, such as awareness raising, information provision,
and personalised travel planning.
In terms of sustainable transport and the links with land use planning, the
Transport Section of the NP might usefully refer to advice in the Sustrans
Active Travel Toolbox outlining the links between land use, sustainable
travel and health:
https://www.sustrans.org.uk/sites/default/files/activetraveltoolbox_healthand
wellbeing_part2v4.pdf
Land-use planning which enables provision of services in locations
accessible by sustainable transport, with further measures to encourage a
shift to sustainable transport (e.g. fiscal, promotional, restraint) including
public transport, are key and can be supported through technological
advances (e.g. real time bus informationat bus stops and car club and public
transport apps for smart phones). Compact settlements on their own are
likely to be insufficient without additional measures to promote sustainable
transport, such as:
• complementary incentives to reduce trip length
• provision and encouragement of use of public and non-motorised transport
• and/or increase the adoption of lower emitting vehicle technologies14
Research finds that people living in more walkable neighbourhoods
(characterized by mixed use, connected streets, high residential density, and
pedestrian-oriented retail) did more walking and biking for transport, have
lower Body Mass Index’s,drive less, and produced less air pollution than
people living in less walkable neighbourhoods. Populations living in grid
pattern streets had a mean population weight six pounds less than
populations living in loop and lollipop designs.
Essentially, the issues prevalent in Ashbourne should be considered
holistically, and any investment in a bypass without consideration of
investment in sustainable travel should be considered very carefully.
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Point taken. NP amended accordingly

Point clarified and amended.

Good points which need to be considered in
any NP amendment. The scale of S106
highway contributions to planned
development in Ashbourne seems ‘out of
scale’ with, for example, S106 allocations for
Affordable Housing. Need further discussion
and with DCC Highway officers to fully
comprehend the technical points being made.
Given the importance of traffic as a
Neighbourhood Plan issue this technical
clarification needs to be undertaken speedily.

The NP identifies a number of traffic and transportation related areas of
concern, citing traffic movements, particularly HGVs travelling through
Ashbourne town centre. The text provides reference to the analysis of some
traffic count data to support the Plan’s concerns. Whilst useful, however,
further analysis of the trends in changes in traffic volumes are perhaps more
nuanced than possibly indicated in the text.
Policy TRA1 – Transport
DCC’s Officers would point out that in respect of Policy TRA1 – Transport,
that in the context of demonstrating that there is no significant detrimental
impact on traffic safety and congestion and providing any necessary
highway improvements to accommodate the development that firstly, the
purpose of a Transportation Assessment (or Transport Statement) is to
examine the effects of development related traffic on the surrounding
highway network in terms of safety, highway capacity and sustainability. In
reaching a conclusion to a Transportation Assessment, however, the
Highway Authority is mindful of the Government’s NPPF, in particular
Paragraph 32, whenever it prepares its response to any planning
application. The NPPF requires that all proposed developments that
generate significant amounts of movement should be supported by a
transport Statement or Transport Assessment. In addition to the above,
Policy TRA1 should make reference to the provision of publicly accessible
Ultra Low Emission Vehicle charging infrastructure where appropriate.
Significantly, in so far as the Highway Authority is concerned, the NPPF
states that “Development should only be prevented or refused on transport
grounds where the residual cumulative impacts of development are severe”.
Consequently the definitive ‘test’ when responding to the planning
application is whether or not the impact of the development related traffic
would be significant enough to warrant a technical recommendation of
refusal of planning permission. In order to do this the Highway Authority
would have to be able to demonstrate that not only would the volume of
extra traffic be sufficiently large but that it would cause severe harm to
highway safety or operations.
Included in the Neighbourhood Plan is a Glossary of Terms which, whilst
useful, could potentially be misleading for example, in order to become
‘Statutory’, law needs to have undergone a more robust process rather than
merely being ‘written down’. Similarly, under the heading of ‘Traffic Count
Data’ the Glossary explains that traffic count data is collected on every
junction within the UK adding that conditions on the developer which make a
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development proposal acceptable in planning terms that would not otherwise
be acceptable. Whilst the DfT and local
Highway Authority may collect traffic count data at a number of locations, it
may be a slight exaggeration to suggest that this occurs on ‘every street
corner’. In addition, the process of securing developer contributions is more
complex than merely the collection of traffic count data, see above in the
context of the NPPF. The Glossary seems to have conflated collection of
traffic count data with ‘acceptability’ (in planning terms). The NP could and
perhaps ought to refer to NPPF Paragraph 204. This discusses Planning
Obligations pointing out that these should only be sough twhere they meet a
number of tests in that they are necessary to make the development
acceptable in planning terms; directly related to the development; and fairly
and reasonably related in scale and kind to the development.
Design
DCC

DCC
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Green spaces

In regards to Policy DES1 – Design which states “Include Sustainable Urban
Drainage Systems where applicable”. The Town Council should note that
Point taken. NP amended accordingly
the term has been amended to Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS) as
the developments may not necessarily be in ‘urban’ areas therefore it has
been removed from the name to avoid confusion. It is suggested that this
sentence should be updated to reflect the amendment. For further
information please refer to the NPPF,
Sustainable Drainage Systems: Written statement - HCWS161 (December
2014) and the Planning Practice Guidance.
Page 47: Policy DES1 – Design
Bullet point 15 re. light pollution, this should state “Avoid unnecessary light
Amend NP as stated - Done
pollution by not having bright, permanently lit areas at night
Policy COM2 – Local Green Space Local Green Spaces and associated text
should be in bold to identify it as a policy such as Policy COM1.
Furthermore, the wording of this policy could be improved to ensure that it is
suitable for the determination of planning applications on the designated
Local Green Space sites. The policy could be written as follows:
Planning permission will only be granted for development on the Local
Good points. All addressed / amended as
Green Spaces identified on the Policies Map where it compliments the
stated
current use of the site and does not have an adverse impact upon the quality
of the open space or its recreational value.
It is noted that the title of the map has changed. This map refers to local
green spaces which identifies both protected areas; as well as, the
conservation area in Ashbourne. However, the key which identifies areas as
protected areas needs to be revised to state ‘local green space’.

Derbyshire County Council Suggested Additions (DCCSA)

DCCSA

DCCSA
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DCC’s Officers consider that the NP should provide more coverage and
policy advice on decentralised, renewable and low-carbon energy
technologies; ultra-low emission vehicle infrastructure; and dark skies.
Suggested background text and associated policies for possible inclusion in
the NP are as follows.
Decentralised,
Renewable and low-carbon related energy development has the potential to
Renewable and
make a significant contribution to sustainable development, while needing to
Low-Carbon Energy
be balanced against other important considerations, notably the potential
Technologies
impact on the town’s high quality heritage attributes, residential amenity and
local landscape.
Any development must therefore be of an appropriate scale, in a suitable
location, and sensitive to the special and high quality heritage attributes of
the town, as well as respecting residential amenity and other important
considerations.

POLICY X
RENEWABLE
ENERGY AND
LOW-CARBON
TECHNOLOGIES

Suitably located and designed proposals that promote and encourage the
development of renewable and low-carbon energy resources will be
permitted following consultation with local residents, the Town Council and
Derbyshire Dales District Council, where either individually or cumulatively, it
can be demonstrated that any adverse impacts have been
addressed. Proposals will be supported that:
a) do not have an unacceptably adverse impact on the amenity of local
residents (including: noise, vibration, visual impact, shadow flicker, water
pollution, odour, air quality, emissions, sensitivity and character of the
landscape);
b) do not have a significant adverse effect on any designated site (including:
Very useful additional planning points to be
Site of Special Scientific Interest, regionally or locally important geological
considered for inclusion in amended
site, site of ecological value, Special Landscape and Landscape Character
Neighbourhood Plan – New section added
Areas, Listed Building, heritage asset, Local Green Space, Conservation
Area or their settings);
c) in the case of wind turbines, it can be demonstrated that the development
would not result in an unacceptably adverse effect on protected species,
including migration routes or sites of biodiversity value;
d) in the interests of residential amenity and safety, there is an appropriate
minimum separation between wind turbines over 25m to blade tip and
residential properties;
e) in the case of solar panels, it can be demonstrated that they do not result
in unacceptable harm to the character or setting of listed buildings or
conservation areas, or the loss of good quality agricultural land;

f) proposals should include details of associated developments including
access roads and ancillary buildings. Transmission lines should be located
below ground wherever possible in order to reduce the impact on the open
countryside.
g) measures are included for the removal of structures and the restoration of
sites, should sites become non-operational.
h) identify the potential positive effects the proposed renewables
development would have on the local environment and community;

DCCSA

DCCSA
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Ultra-Low Emission
Vehicle
Infrastructure

POLICY Y ULTRALOW EMISSION
VEHICLE
INFRASTRUCTURE

Ultra-Low Emission Vehicle Infrastructure
There is overwhelming evidence that petrol and diesel-powered vehicles
cause pollution, which contributes to climate change, poor air quality and is
dangerous to public health. For these reasons policy makers, vehicle
manufacturers and other transport innovators are working to build interest in
and around the use of alternative fuels, for example electricity, bio-methane
and hydrogen.
As many transport users will make the transition to Ultra-Low Emissions
Vehicles (ULEVs) over the next few years it is appropriate to consider the
need for suitable charging infrastructure that is ‘fit for purpose’, represents
good value for money, and responds directly to the increasing expectation
and demand for a network of public access infrastructure.
The UK has seen a surge in demand for ULEVs, including electric vehicles,
and 2016 saw a record year of sales, but the pace of demand and ever
changing technology means that by 2025 this is expected to have increased
significantly. There are currently just over 100,000 ULEV cars on UK roads
and that figure is expected to rise to around 1 million (OLEV) by 2025
New commercial or community facility proposals should include provision of
Ultra-Low Emission Vehicle charging points available for both the public and
staff.
Residential developments of 10 or more dwellings should either:
• Provide off road charging infrastructure
• Ensure that electrical infrastructure within the development is capable of
the addition of charging infrastructure in terms of anticipated load capacity
or
• Provide publicly accessible Ultra-Low Emission Vehicle charging points

These sustainable development planning
points are supported and we suggest that
they are included in revised Local Plan at first
review and subsequently by the
Neighbourhood Plan at review.

Very useful additional planning points to be
considered for inclusion in amended
Neighbourhood Plan.

Derbyshire County Council Suggested Additions (DCCSA)
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Dark Skies

POLICY Z DARK
SKIES

Darkness at night is one of the key characteristics of rural areas and there is
some concern that it is being diminished by light pollution. Sources of light
can include light spill from roof lights, street lighting, decorative exterior
lighting and poorly installed security lighting.
The NPPF (paragraph 125) notes that in seeking to protect and enhance the
natural environment, planning policies “should limit the impact of light
pollution from artificial light on local amenity, intrinsically dark landscapes
and nature conservation”.
Light pollution affects the character of the countryside and obscures views of
the night sky. It is of particular concern for wildlife including bats, insects and
many nocturnal mammals and birds, disrupting their normal feeding and
Section added
breeding behaviours and even migratory patterns. There is increasing
concern that exposure to artificial lighting can disrupt the body’s natural
rhythms have detrimental impacts on human health.
The Campaign to Protect Rural England (CPRE) has produced detailed
maps showing the amount of light pollution across the country. Ashbourne is
significantly affected by light pollution, the impacts of this on the surrounding
countryside and the Peak Park fringe should be considered. The Plan
therefore seeks to ensure that the existing dark skies outside of the town
and, particularly the Peak Park fringe to the north are protected and that new
developments do not increase light spillage, preventing further deterioration
of the night skies.
Any development must limit the impact of light pollution from artificial,
externally visible light sources. Any proposals to install lighting in areas of
the Parish that are currently dark at night will be resisted. Dark at night is
defined as more than 50m from an existing street light.
External lighting should be designed to reduce the impact on dark skies,
avoiding excessive use of lighting or the unintentional illumination of
adjacent areas

Very useful additional planning points to be
considered for inclusion in amended
Neighbourhood Plan. – Section added

Organisation

Plan Reference

Comment

Action

Historic England

Historic
England

40

Heritage

Your Neighbourhood Plan falls within the boundary of the Ashbourne Conservation Area and
includes a number of designated heritage assets including 14 Grade I and II*, and 152 Grade II
Listed Buildings. It will be important that the strategy you put together for this area safeguards
those elements which contribute to the importance of those historic assets. This will assist in
ensuring they can be enjoyed by future generations of the area and make sure it is in line with
national planning policy.
The conservation officer at Derbyshire Dales is the best placed person to assist you in the
development of your Neighbourhood Plan. They can help you to consider how the strategy
might address the area’s heritage assets. At this point we don’t consider there is a need for
Historic England to be involved in the development of the strategy for your area.
If you have not already done so, we would recommend that you speak to the staff at Derbyshire
County Council archaeological advisory service, who look after the Historic Environment Record
and give advice on archaeological matters. They should be able to provide details of not only
any designated heritage assets but also locally-important buildings, archaeological remains and
landscapes. Some Historic Environment Records may also be available on-line via the Heritage
Gateway (www.heritagegateway.org.uk <http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk>). It may also be
useful to involve local voluntary groups such as the local Civic Society, local history groups,
building preservation trusts, etc. in the production of your Neighbourhood Plan. Your local
authority might also be able to provide you with general support in the production of your
Neighbourhood Plan. National Planning Practice Guidance is clear that where it is relevant,
Neighbourhood Plans need to include enough information about local heritage to guide planning
decisions and to put broader strategic heritage
Policies from the local authority’s local plan into action at a neighbourhood scale. If appropriate
this should include enough information about local non-designated heritage assets including
sites of archaeological interest to guide decisions.
Further information and guidance on how heritage can best be incorporated into Neighbourhood
Plans has been produced by Historic England. This signposts a number of other documents
which your community might find useful in helping to identify what it is about your area which
makes it distinctive and how you might go about ensuring that the character of the area is
retained. These can be found at:<http://www.historicengland.org.uk/advice/planning/plan-making/improve-your-neighbourhood/>

Neighbourhood Plan to ensure that it
addresses statutory planning points in
Historic England's comments.

Organisation

Plan Reference

Comment

Action

Natural England

Natural
England

41

Airfield

Thank you for your consultation on the above dated 02/11/2017.
Natural England is a non-departmental public body. Our statutory purpose is to ensure
that the natural environment is conserved, enhanced, and managed for the benefit of
present and future generations, thereby contributing to sustainable development.
Natural England is a statutory consultee in neighbourhood planning and must be
consulted on draft neighbourhood development plans by the Parish/Town Councils or
Neighbourhood Forums where they consider our interests would be affected by the
proposals made.
Natural England notes that the strategic development site at Ashbourne airfield
borders ancient woodland. Paragraph 118 of the NPPF states that planning
permission should be refused for development resulting in the loss or deterioration of
irreplaceable habitats, including ancient woodland and the loss of aged or veteran
trees found outside ancient woodland, unless the need for, and benefits of, the
development in that location clearly outweigh the loss.
Natural England do not have any further specific comments on this draft
neighbourhood plan. However, we refer you to the attached annex which covers the
issues and opportunities that should be considered when preparing a Neighbourhood
Plan.
Best and Most Versatile Agricultural Land
We have not checked the agricultural land classification of the proposed allocations,
but we advise you ensure that any allocations on best and most versatile land are
justified in line with para 112 of the National Planning Policy Framework

Neighbourhood Plan to ensure that it addresses planning
points in Natural England's comments. Specific attention
needs to be given to Bradley Wood, as protected
woodland, in relation to Local Plan proposals for Phase 2
of the Ashbourne Airfield development. Protection of
Bradley Wood needs to be included in the future
masterplan for the development of Phase 2 of the
development of Ashbourne Airfield

Consultation Comments Received and Comments Made - Regulation 14 Paper Consultation Returns
Week 1

Drop Zone

Initials

Post
Code

Not
Yes Sure No

1.1

over 50's

JE

DE6 1SN

X

1.2

over 50's

PC

DE6 5HQ

1.3
1.4

over 50's
Library

CL
RH

DE6 1ED
DE6 IGL

1.5

Library

JF

DE6 1BB

1.6

Library

None Given

1.7

Library

Week 1 Totals
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PJR

X

Plans need people to hold the reins, if everyone shouts
their choice of direction you never reach a correct
decision.

No amendment required

X
X
X
x

DE6 1BZ

Action
Comments

See below
Although I’m only just arrived in your community, I
would like to comment on your Plan
Yes, we do need new and affordable housing to retain
up and coming young people as a start-up, but may
cost money
Since coming here, I love the river flowing through the
Town but feel it is too overgrown with green foliage
which spoils its viewings, again, alas it takes money to
clear it
I’ve seen it as a main tourist stop to go to the Dales,
with plenty of people stopping over to shop, so don’t
know what else you can do
Traffic, well now the problem! With only one road
bypassing the Town it means lots of air pollution. Wear
and tear, bad outside my flat, repaired twice since July,
and still sunken holes and depressions. Needs doing
properly next time.

X

5

1

1

These comments primarily relate
to implementation of NP policies.
With regard to affordable housing
the NP requires an action plan
related to the investment of S106
monies.
The environmental upgrading of
the Henmore river corridor
through the centre of Ashbourne
has been mentioned many times
over the last few years. This
action could be strengthened in
the final NP by emphasising it as
a planning policy requirement as
well as prioritising it in the
Implementation section.
The comment on traffic further
endorses the need for a traffic
management strategy to support
sustainable development in
Ashbourne.

Week 2
2.8
2.9

Drop Zone
Leisure Centre
Leisure Centre

Initials
JW
MH

Post
Code
DE6 1BB
DE6 1TA

Yes
x
x

Not
Sure

Action
No

Here is an idea:-Turn the old Railway Station Building
(currently unused and unloved) into a
cinema/cafe/bar/meeting place. Not only is it ideally
located it also has parking available! No need to
change much of the outside as you do not need
windows in a cinema. Look at Wirksworth! They
converted an electrical shop on 2 floors into one great
space for a bar/cafe and cinema. Run by volunteers
mainly, could fill those 50 seats on most days and
nights of the week in Ashbourne. Look at Belper!
Another great cinema with 99 seats but not much of a
bar. Full on most days again. There is a market for a
cinema NOW in Ashbourne

DE6 1FS
2.10

Leisure Centre

DMW

X

X
2.11

2.12
2.13

Leisure Centre

Leisure Centre
Leisure Centre

DG

AR
RW

2.14

Leisure Centre

JH

2.15

Leisure Centre

NC

DE62GW

DE6 2JN
DE6 1TD

DE6 1EJ

x
x

X

DE6 1ED
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X

Comments

Comments re Prince Henry 1st School Mayfield –
passed to Chair
Mayfield Primary School must be saved – for the good
of Ashbourne area closure would-be short-sighted
madness

No amendment to
planning policies required.
Support for leisure
proposals already
included in NP.

No amendment to
planning policies required.
A statement in the
education section of the
plan could make
reference to QEGS
providing a sub-regional
secondary education
service to schools in East
Staffordshire/

Ashbourne By-pass is needed urgently!
.

No amendment to NP
required. See comment
above about the future
role of QEGS.

By-pass essential / Lavatories - essential in a tourist
area / Parking keep Cockayne Ave free or introduce
residents parking

No amendment required.
Cockayne Avenue will
remain free for parking
following December
DDDC decision.

Toilets maximum 20p / Do not increase parking by
more than inflation / By-Pass a priority!

No amendment required.

Week 2
2.16
2.17
2.18
2.19

Drop Zone
Leisure Centre
Town Hall
Town Hall
Library

Initials
AC
MH
JH
-M

Post
Code
DE6 1AH
DE6 1AE
DE6 1AE
DE6 1AN

Yes
x
x
x
x

2.20

Library

JS

DE6 1EE

x

Dire need of a By-Pass / Keep free parking and free
toilets

2.21

Library

JK

DE6 1EE

X

Thank You

2.22

Library

TC

DE6 1BB

X

2.23

Library

2.24
Library
2.25
Library
2.26
Library
2.27
Leisure Centre
2.28
Leisure Centre
2.29
Leisure Centre
Week 2 Totals

Week 1 & 2 Totals

44

SL

DE6 1BB

X

GF
PS
AS
JS
LS
LB

DE6 1BB
DE6 3EQ
DE6 3EQ
DE6 1GY
DE6 1GY
DE6 1AN

x
x
x
x
x
x
21

Not
Sure

Action
No

Comments

I fully support the Neighbourhood Plan my main
thoughts are:- Safety for pedestrians in town, pushing
for the By-Pass, utilising what we already have – using
the Town Hall for an indoor market and crafts together
or resurrecting the Henmore Centre for indoor market
etc. Toilets and drinks facility on the Park and
resurrecting the bandstand – we have a band to be
proud of. Housing for local people in affordable
housing. Continuing support for community transport
and better services to other towns,
Authorities need to wake up before Ashbourne gets
lost, way behind Matlock and Bakewell.

Priority must be infrastructure

0

1

26 1

2

No amendment required

No amendment required.
Comments support the
NP planning policies
specifically with regard to
protecting and enhancing
green spaces and
Ashbourne Recreation
Ground. Also emphasises
the need for a robust
Implementation section in
the NP

Week 3
3.30
3.31
3.32
3.33

Drop Zone
Library
Library
Library
Library

Initials
LB
G.B
M.S
S.B

Post
Code
DE6 1PF
DE6 1PF
DE6 1GH
DE6 3UB

Yes
x
x
x
x

DE6 2GG
3.34

3.35

Library

Library

J.T

R.M

X

DE6 3EG

Not
Sure

Action
No

Comments

Whilst awaiting these changes road routing must be reorganised where possible, suggest left filter Sturston
Road/Park Road would save a lot of traffic tail back.
Only toilet must remain sat any cost.
Fixed price parking Sundays would attract more visitors/shops.
Also 1/2hour charge for quick visit.
No more hoses on green land
Use a site pout of town for a park and ride.

X
By-pass needed urgently! So that the High Street can be
pedestrianised.
No more fast food outlets – cause litter e.g. Subway

3.36

Library

R.M
(Mrs)

DE6 3EG

x

3.37

Library

L.C

DE6 1SH

X

3.38
3.39
3.40

Library
Library
Library

LC
(Mrs)
L.A.
G.B

DE6 1SH
DE6 1FB
DE6 2LP

x
x
X
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No amendment required.
Comments emphasise the
need for coherent traffic
management strategy for
Ashbourne to support
sustainable development.

No amendment required.
Comments emphasise the
need for coherent traffic
management strategy for
Ashbourne to support
sustainable development.

As above

I feel that Ashbourne and the outlying villages should be able
to use St Oswald’s Hospital and should not have to go into
derby. We have a new hospital and local Dr’s.
If we are building new houses, we need to have extra doctors
to accommodate new people, also an extra school (senior)
Ashbourne will become too big
I agree with having to sort out the roads around Ashbourne
and in Ashbourne.
We also need to have a cinema or something for the
youngsters
As above

May need to firm up NP
justification for further
investment in health
provision to support
sustainable development.
This could be inserted into a
new Implementation section.
Comments emphasise the
need for coherent traffic
management strategy for
Ashbourne to support
sustainable development.

Week 3

Drop Zone

Initials

Post
Code

Yes

3.41

Library

P.B

DE6 2LP

x

3.42

Library

J.R

DE6 2JN

X

3.43

3.44

Leisure Centre

A.C

DE6 2ER

X

Leisure Centre

H.W

DE6 3AE

x

3.45

Leisure Centre

A.L

DE6 1NF

X

3.46

Leisure Centre

F.H.

DE6 1CE

x

3.47

Leisure Centre

DE6 2GW

x

3.48

Leisure Centre

DR

DE6 2JN

X

3.49

Leisure Centre

RR

DE6 1TF

x
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Not
Sure

Action
No

Comments

I think you should arrange for Jubilee LEAD Academy to have
shopping trips during the run up to Christmas and ask the
people and ask the people who come on the free buses.
Rather too many good intentions
Weaknesses outweigh opportunities
Vital to have – so far excellent – don’t just nod so the
developers and DDCC except for 106 payment.
The airfield industrial site – built – is fair.
Virtually nothing to help cyclists. They say endless
consultation lets the Government and/or local authority get
away with blue murder. Sic “we did consult fully”

The N.P. have the local people at heart, Government should
consult with people who have local knowledge;
Infrastructure before housing.

I feel that Ashbourne urgently needs a by-pass as we have so
much heavy lorries and traffic congestion through the main
shopping area of the town. Is it going to take a fatal to happen
before we get it done? It only needs a lorry accident to have its
brakes fail on Market Hill and we would have a tragic accident.
Also, the town would be much more pleasant for people to visit
and shop without it. I am also totally opposed to Mayfield
Henry Prince School closing. With more young families
coming into the area it would be madness to close it,
especially as it had a really good Ofsted report. I know several
young families who would then have to bus young children into
other areas to school, adding to the problem of traffic
congestion in the town.
If more housing is to be builtt we need the facilities to
accommodate it.

No amendment to NP
required.
Need to amend the NP to
strengthen Implementation
section so that the NP has a
coherent action plan.
Need to review cycling policy
in NP

Need to emphasise that
community infrastructure to
support the NP must come
first and not last.

No amendment to NP
required.
A statement in the education
section of the plan could
make reference to QEGS
providing a sub-regional
secondary education service
to schools in East
Staffordshire

Week 3

Drop Zone

Initials

Post
Code

Yes

3.50

Leisure Centre

SR

DE6 1TF

X

3.51

Leisure Centre

JB

DE6 1GB

X

3.52

Library

JR

DE6 1DP

Not
Sure

Action
No

Comments
Given the Governments imperative, this seems to be a
sensible plan. Although not perhaps the one everyone would
like. Better to plan pre-emptively than have worse imposed.

X

3.53

Library

FR

DE6 1DP

X

3.54
3.55
3.56
3.57
3.58
3.59
3.60
3.61
3.62
3.63

Library
QEGS
QEGS
QEGS
QEGS
QEGS
QEGS
QEGS
QEGS
QEGS

KW
EA
MH
OM
JM
KB
AG
FR
ER
OT

DE6 !AT
DE6 1NB
DE6 3FR
DE6 1SR
DE6 1FS
DE6 1GE
DE6 1LJ
DE6 1EL
DE6 1ED
DE6 1NF

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

3.64

QEGS

KS

DE6 1OX

x

I do not agree with the provision of stands for “travellers”
Parking in South St. Needs some form of formal and
organised system – i.e. residents parking.
I do not agree with the provision for “Travellers” who do not
contribute in any way to the finances or well-being of
Ashbourne.
The definition “Affordable Housing” is not clear – whether it is
to alleviate current shortages or to attract more residents to
Ashbourne. Residents parking in South Street needs a
formal/organised system.
Need a by-pass ASAP
Need local Police persons

I respect what is happening – I would love to help
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No amendment to NP
required.

Location of the proposed
travellers’ site at Watery
Lane is outside the boundary
of the NP. However
Ashbourne Town Council
formally opposes the site for
travellers.
On parking, no amendment
to NP required.
Location of the proposed
travellers’ site at Watery
Lane is outside the boundary
of the NP. However,
Ashbourne Town Council
formally opposes the site for
travellers
No amendment to NP
required.

Week 3
3.65
3.66
3.67
3.68
3.69
3.70
3.71

Drop Zone
QEGS
QEGS
QEGS
QEGS
QEGS
QEGS
QEGS

Initials
BC
DS
CW
LS
EC
DM
AG

Post
Code
DE6 1FS
DE6 1BR
DE6 2LA
DE6 1SG
DE6 3AZ
DE6 2GG
DE6 1QS

Yes
x
x
x
x
x
x
X

3.72
3.73
3.74
3.75

QEGS
QEGS
QEGS
QEGS

JB
OC
MA
HC

DE6 3AS
DE6 1ES
DE6 1FF
DE6 2HQ

x
x
x
x

Week 3 Totals
Week 1 , 2 &3 Totals

48

46
72

Not
Sure

Action
No

Comments

Need more night life/live music for 16+

0
1

0
2

Week 4
4.76

4.77

Drop Zone
Town Hall

Town Hall

Initials
CP

HP

Post Code
DE6 1AT

DE6 1AT

Yes
x

X

X
4.78

Leisure Centre

EW

DE6 1BQ

4.79

Leisure Centre

AH

DE6 1DE

x

4.80

Leisure Centre

TS

DE6 1BR

x

4.81
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Leisure Centre

SA

DE6 2HP

X

Not
Sure

Action
No

Comments
The ANP is the result of incredible dedication,
professionalism and investigation and consultation of all
aspects of the community – health needs, road access,
transport and education for the needs of our growing
town. Evert step of the way has been reported in the
Ashbourne News Telegraph and at public forums
organised by the ANPSG. They are to be
congratulated and commended.

By Pass!!!
Centre of the town – pedestrian safety for traffic going
over pavements!
Protect Ashbourne’s unique heritage and character,
town green spaces and vistas
Again, traffic congestion
Make Ashbourne’s Centre welcoming – warm –
interesting – pleasing to come to once again

Living just over the border in Mayfield we are not
included in Ashbourne matters even though we shop,
come under doctors/dentists and have an Ashbourne
postcode. The by-pass or lack of it effects our village
with traffic cutting across Oakover.
We use the leisure centre but are not entitled to park.
We work in Ashbourne but with no bus to get in for
9.00am and poor parking facilities what are we
supposed to do?

No amendment to NP required.
Support for the NP is welcomed.

Support for bypass.
Comments emphasise the need for
coherent traffic management
strategy for Ashbourne to support
sustainable development.
Support for NP policy of protecting
green spaces.
Possible amendment to plan to
emphasise the need to improve
town centre through a variety of
environmental improvements
perhaps linked to traffic
management schemes.

Need to ensure that the NP policy
on the bypass ensures that it does
not negatively impact on
neighbouring communities.

Week 4

4.82

Drop Zone

Leisure Centre

Initials

JC

Post Code

DE6 2LP

Yes

X

X
4.83

Leisure Centre

ES

DE6 1GA

4.84

Leisure Centre

GL

DE6 2ED

X

4.85

Leisure Centre

SS

DE6 1GH

x

4.86
4.87

Leisure Centre
Leisure Centre

AM
MH

DE6 1LZ
DE6 1FY

x
X

4.88

Leisure Centre

PB

DE6 1HT

x

4.89

Leisure Centre

PT

DE6 1ED

x

4.90

Library

ES

DE6 1EE

x

Not
Sure

Action
No

Comments

Why didn’t questionnaires sent round to local
households ascertain how many people are in need of
more housing. Otherwise large housing estates
appear people from outside the area move in thus
increasing the population of an already overcrowded
town, where no extra schools or roads are built

I feel a By-pass is so important to the town. As a
resident of Park Avenue, I see daily the congestion on
Park Road which backs up right through town
particularly on Bank Holidays.
Ashbourne residents know what is required. DDDC
need to consult effectively – i.e. engage with the
community.

Review NP reference to the
Ashbourne Housing Needs
Assessment which does ascertain
housing need in Ashbourne.
Need to emphasise in the NP the
community infrastructure
investment secured, implemented
and planned to provide extra school
places and traffic management
improvements, including the
bypass, to support sustainable
development.
No amendment to NP required.

No amendment to NP required.

No amendment to NP required

4.91
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Library

JS

DE6 1EE

X

Less housing at Hilltop please
Parking charges are a joke more expensive than
London
We agree with all you say – Ashbourne should take a
leaf out of towns such as Belper, Matlock, Bakewell,
Wirksworth in all areas – pavements, pedestrianised
streets – People come first not cars and lorries!

No amendment to NP required

Reinforces previous comments on
the need for an integrated town
centre regeneration plan linking
environmental and traffic
management improvements.
Include in new Implementation
section.

Action
Week 4

Drop Zone

Initials

Post Code

Yes

4.92

Library

RM

DE6 1BR

x

4.93

Library

AF

DE6 2DR

X

4.94

Library

JS

DE6 1JD

X

Not
Sure

No

Comments

Managing traffic around the Preston Garage Junction is
becoming a priority as new houses are built.

Comments emphasise the need for
coherent traffic management
strategy for Ashbourne to support
sustainable development

I am strongly in favour of the NP
No amendment to NP required

4.95

51

Library

PD

DE6 1PT

X

Ashbourne desperately needs a by-pass.
On Page 2 you identify heading which we want to see
for the future of Ashbourne.
I will refrain from commenting on all but in relation to:
“to make Ashbourne and its Countryside a main
destination .... for all.
If this is to be addresses then the needs of all must be
addressed. There are shops, cafes, eating places, sites
etc but you wish to close the excellent facilities of toilets
on Shaw Croft – the only accessible toilet in the town.
What are the visiting public to do? No toilet No Visitors.
Consider the elderly (it comes to us all) and those with
health problems with their irregular needs.
A city not far from Ashbourne closed the majority of the
toilets in the Centre resulting in urination and defecation
in shop doorways. Take Heed.
There is a strong suggestion to charge for various
street parking and the only free car park. If this is
implemented then you defeat the point
Traffic congestion must be radically reduced
Those that currently park in these areas will move to
other streets and areas causing further frustration and
annoyance.

The comments relating to loss of
toilets demonstrates the need for
Ashbourne to have sustainable
community infrastructure to support
significant planned housing growth.
This point needs to be emphasised
in the review of the Implementation
section of the NP.
No amendment to NP required in
relation to the point about the need
for traffic congestion to be radically
reduced. Already a key strand of the
NP.

Week 4

Drop Zone

Initials

Post Code

Yes

4.96

Library

BL

DE6 1EG

X

4.97

Library

JG

DE6 2DT

x

4.98

Library

DC

DE6 1NF

x

4.99

4.100
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Library

Library

DW

KD

DE6 1AR

DE6 1EH

Not
Sure

X

X

Action
No

Comments
The continued process of building yet more houses
should be halted until the infrastructure in our small
market town is arranged to cope with the terrific influx
already underway.
Our doctors are struggling to cope, schools
oversubscribed etc. The most horrendous situation with
traffic congestion which effects the travellers and
pedestrians daily and although being discussed it will
be years before we can expect to benefit.
I have lived here for over forty years and enjoyed the
many activities this town has offered but please can we
halt future housing developments.

Reinforces points made by previous
consultees that community
infrastructure provision should be
provided to support new housing
development. Need for robust
Implementation Plan which
effectively provides an ‘Action Plan’
for sustainable development in the
NP.

The Governments have set a housing figure of 6000+
for this area –
How did they arrive at this figure in London?
Is the number set in stone?
Has anyone queried this
Why is Ashbourne taking the majority of these houses?
The proposed by-pass Our esteemed MP has had 30
years to do something and we are still waiting – I do not
know how he can face his constituents.
It is interesting that “Your Future Vision doesn’t mention
the by-pass WHY NOT?

Need to explain clearly DDDC’s
strategy for their Local Plan housing
target.
Amend “Your Future Vision” to
reinforce the need for the bypass.

Transport more than an issue than just traffic
congestion
How does Ashbourne fit in with public transport plans,
social mobility etc.?
Would ;like more information on:Schools
Parking
Making Ashbourne a shopping destination whilst
protecting small shops/businesses.

Good points. Reinforces the need
for a coherent traffic management
strategy for Ashbourne. Also an
Action Plan for Community
Infrastructure based on S106
funding.

Week 4

4.101

4.102

Drop Zone

Library

Library

Initials

SB

SW

Week 4 Totals
Week 1 , 2, 3 & 4 Totals
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Post Code

Yes

DE6 1DE

DE6 1DE

Not
Sure

Action
No

X

X

25 2
97 3

0
2

Comments
Ashbourne needs for this growing community :Better public transport to Derby
Police Station in evenings
Youth clubs
A by-pass to move all lorries away from the town
A minor injuries department at St Oswald’s Hospital.
Ashbourne Needs: By-pass
Minor injuries department at St Oswald’s Hospital
Better regular public transport to Derby

NP needs a clearer Action Plan for
community infrastructure with regard
to youth, police and health.
Reinforces points made by many
people during this consultation.
No amendment to NP re: bypass.
Consider amending health section
of NP to include comment re
community health provision.

Week 5

Drop Zone

Initials

Post Code

Yes

5.103

Lions

AW

DE6 2EB

X

5.104

Lions

DG

DE6 2 HT

X

X
5.105

Lions

PH

DE6 1GL

5.106

Lions

MB

DE6 2HT

X

5.107

Lions

BO

DE6 1LL

X

5.108

TH drop in (1)

DA

DE6 1FB

X

5.109

TH drop in (1)

AB

DE6 1HJ

X

5.110
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TH Drop In (1)

BW

DE6 1LS

X

Not
Sure

Action
No

Comments
Bus Station / Ex Count Supplies Building – Dreadful
and a bad impression for Tourists and no loo.
Henmore building diabolical
Lack of signposts for –
Library/Tunnel/Lavatories/parking
Overflow parking not always open – Why?
Contract on parking wardens does not allow warnings.

Old buildings not in use need pulling down pr change of
use(Henmorte Centre, Police Station, Council Offices)
More suitable things for young people of Ashbourne
e.g. Skate board Park, Youth Clubs, cinema. Different
things at Leisure Centre
Public Toilets should be opened longer and manned.
Traffic and car parking needs attention

I live just outside the neighbourhood plan area but
am very concerned about increased traffic along
the A52 and lack of local facilities (Schools, GP’s
etc.) to support current proposals for the
development of the Airfield.

Amend NP to refer to recent
planning decision to approve
Churchill Homes’ development on
St Edward’s street which answers,
in part, comments raised.
Emphasise need for
comprehensive treatment of the
bus station and the redundant
DDDC building to improve this key
town centre site.

NP planning policies support
positive change of
use/development of buildings. No
amendment to NP required.
Need for coherent traffic
management plan.

The NP states that a masterplan is
required for the Airfield development
site to address comments raised by
consultee. This would also need to
address traffic impact for Phase 1 and
Phase 2 sites together. Phase 1 has
already been approved by the Highway
Authority with improved A52 junction
and new internal access road.

Week 5

Drop Zone

Initials

Post Code

Yes

5.111

TH Drop In (1)

KB

DE6 1EA

X

5.112
5.113

TH Drop In (1)
TH Drop in (1)

RP
AM

DE6 2DA
DE6 1LS

X
X

5.114

Leisure Centre

CL

DE6 1ED

X

5.115

Leisure Centre

RB

DE6 1JW

X

5,116

Leisure Centre

HB

DE6 1JW

X

5.117
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Leisure Centre

KT

DE6 3DL

X

Not
Sure

No

Comments
I think the most important role for this plan is to ensure
future development is responsive to social and
environmental needs. That any housing built has
minimal impact on green spaces/wildlife and the
housing built is low cost to the buyer rather than to the
developer. Ashbourne needs affordable homes which
are energy efficient, therefore cheaper t run and futureproofed. Ashbourne is special because of its glorious
green valley setting and the ease of getting into green
spaces on foot from the town. It is a green town with
beautiful old buildings. This is an essential part of the
character of the town for locals and tourists. Most of all
keep Ashbourne Green.

Action
This fundamental comment
essentially supports the Vision
and raft of NP polices which are
founded on protecting and
enhancing Ashbourne’s Green
assets. Review NP’s Vision to
ascertain whether this point needs
to be strengthened.

I agree with the plans for traffic management.
I would like to see more evidence of Developers
money being used in the area and evidence of good
design to make best use of these funds.
The Town must have greater internet speeds and
connectivity to help existing businesses and to
encourage new ones.

Reinforces the need for a S106
Action Plan. Need to review
Implementation section of NP.
NP says little about supportive IT
infrastructure for sustainable
development. Review NP.

Reflect the change in society with an increasing
population of 50+
More transparency by Local Government and the
interaction between County and Dales Planning
Department’s with special regard to roads and
infrastructure to support the enlarged community.

Need a By-pass top remove HGV’s from Town Centre
which would make Ashbourne a place for Visitors to
enjoy the Town. Would improve air quality for the
shoppers who frequently visit the town to shop,
Would prevent a serious accident if we have another
HGV lose it Brakes on the downhill into town

Reinforces previous consultee
comments with regard to coherent
community infrastructure plan in
NP. Specifically, with regards to
traffic and sustainable commercial
and residential development.

Support for bypass. Need for
coherent environmental/traffic
management plan for Ashbourne.
NP needs to be reviewed to
reflect these points which have
been made by many consultees.

Week 5

Drop Zone

Initials

Post Code

Yes

5.118

Library

MS

DE6 1AY

X

5.119

Library

PD

DE6 1EY

X

5.120

Library

JS

DE6 1NY

X

Not
Sure

Action
No

Comments
The implications of the Airfield Site not within the ANP
are unclear
The “green corridor” by the Henmore is badly
neglected and should be radically improved now
The restriction of “urban sprawl” (p13) is unclear
It is very unclear how “Market Town” is to be reinforced
The document would benefit from editing of P19
The relationship between Town Centre developments
and car parking is unclear (p25)
There is too much repetition to make for easy reading
(see5) However, many congratulations on the range
of topics and the hard work put in.

Please make that we have enough capacity at
surgeries & schools to ensure there are no shortages
for residents of new builds.
Please give us a by-pass asap Please make as much
use as possible of St Oswald’s Hospital.

Lets hope there will be another by-pass to stop all the
large lorries coming down the Buxton Road through
the town
My idea would be to pedestrianise the Market Place,
Dig St., St John’s St., to ensure p[people stay in town
and spend money=y in the shops. Cafe’s etc.

5.121

56

Library

HC

DE6 1GQ

X

A business person would rent a field at the other side
of the by-pass put up a coffee shop/toilets there have
cars etc to take people who have parked in their field
into town – park and ride

All good points which will be
reviewed in final NP. Need for
Henmore corridor to be improved
needs to be made more strongly
in final NP.

Reinforces the need for coherent
community infrastructure plan
base on S106 investment. Amend
NP accordingly.

Support for bypass.
Reinforces the need for coherent
traffic management strategy for
Ashbourne.

Week 5
5.122

Drop Zone
Library

Initials
WG

Post Code
DE6 1AT

Yes
X

Not
Sure

Action
No

The much needed and proposed northern bypass for
Ashbourne would very much alleviate the through
traffic problem.
A 20mph speed limit must be established in the town
centre as soon as possible. It is very important to
preserve the cultural heritage
We are obliged to have many more dwellings around
Ashbourne, there must be adequate provision for
future families, i.e. affordable houses, educational
facilities, local employment opportunities. (which would
reduce travel!)

X
5.123

Library

AH

DE6 1EZ

5.124

Library

SM

DE6 1GQ

Library

JH

DE6 1EZ

X

5.126
5.127
5.128
5.129

Library
Library
Library
Library

RH
SL
TP
LL

DE6 1AE
DE6 1GQ
DE6 1QB
DE6 1GQ

X
X
X
X
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Support for bypass.
Reinforces the need for coherent
traffic management strategy for
Ashbourne.
Also supports the need for a
coherent S106 community
infrastructure plan.

X

5.125

Week 5 Totals
Week 1 , 2, 3, 4 & 5 Totals

Comments

27
124

Our vision for the future of Ashbourne appears to
emphasise all the priorities we would want in the
Neighbourhood Plan
The mot important objectives and needs of the local
people have to be
New homes which meet the needs of local people. A
well designed environmental and traffic management
scheme – in other words we need a northern bypass
How can we possibly protect Ashbourne’s heritage and
character with huge lorries and wagons thundering
through the town?

0
3

0
2

Reinforces the need for coherent
traffic management strategy for
Ashbourne.
Also supports the need for a
coherent S106 community
infrastructure plan
NP may need to be reviewed to
emphasise the simple but
important point that new homes
need to meet local need. Further
reference to Ashbourne Housing
Needs Assessment possibly
required.

Week 6

Drop Zone

Initials

Post Code

Yes

6/130

TH Drop In (2)

CN

DE6 2BA

X

6/131

TH Drop In (2)

CH

DE6 1BN

X

6/132

TH Drop In (2)

DRN

DE6 2GL

X

6/133

TH Drop In (2)

JN

DE6 2GL

X

6/134

TH Drop In (2)

NH

DE6 1BN

X

6/135

TH Drop In (2)

SP

DE6 2BD

X

DE6 1SH
6/136

Leisure Centre

Action
No

X

SB

6/137

Leisure Centre

MRA

DE6 1GZ

X

6/138

Leisure Centre

JA

DE6 1GZ

X

58

Not
Sure

Comments

The proposed number of houses is not supported by
adequate pre-planning of the infrastructure required to
support the big increase in population – where are the
schools, health services, emergency services, traffic
management, parking and essential green spaces for
such a population coming from?

Reinforces the need for
coherent community
infrastructure plan.

Very interesting, do you have a mandate to promote
this plan? It will be very interesting to see the total
numbers of people who have their say. If you do not get
a response from more than 50% of the population you
cannot drive our plan Why don’t you people stand for
election? That would be a thorough test of your plan

Interesting and relevant
comments that do not require
amendment to NP.

Priority to pedestrians can only be given when the A515
bypass is built. The constant flow of HGV’s through the
town centre is ruining it and is damaging the buildings
on the route, Given the recent increase in the
population of the town with all the new housing
developments surely the case for a by-pass has now
been strengthened. Since our MP is Chairman of the
Conservative Party surely, he can influence the
government’s decision.

Support for bypass and a new
traffic management strategy for
Ashbourne. NP may need to be
reviewed to reflect this point
which has been made many
times by consultees.

Week 6

6/139

Drop Zone

Leisure Centre

Initials

MB

Post Code

DE6 1AZ

Yes

Not
Sure

Action
No

X

6/141

6/142

59

JS

DE6 1HL

PH

DE6 1EE

Need to ensure that new
employment is sustainable for
local people. Potential review to
NP on employment to reflect
comment.

X

Pedestrianising centre of Town - as much as possible
– ties in with need for bypass

Need to Town Centre
environmental/traffic
management plan.
Support for bypass. No change
to NP required.

X

Top priority should be to progress the bypass, It has
been on the cards far too long.
Car parking charges must be dropped it is killing the
Town.

X

Leisure Centre

Leisure Centre

CM

DE6 2DA

Very interesting point. First
comment which states that a
new bypass would probably
need to be supported by a new
development which could have
a significant detrimental impact
on the environment just outside
the Ashbourne NP boundary.
Comment needs to be included
in revised NP.

How do Council plan you move traffic from the Tree
Estate? Only one real exit behind Preston’s which will
cause problems (as it already does) when all the new
builds are completed
How is the Council going to ensure the history of
families in the town? By this I mean affordable housing
for local families/ nepotism.
Where are all the jobs going to come from for the new
families moving to the area The prices of these houses
and local wages mean commuters will buy and not
locals with local jobs.

6/140
Leisure Centre

Comments
I believe that the restriction on the weight/axle length of
lorries coming down Buxton Hill would reduce
detrimental impact.. This would obviate the need for a
bypass. The construction of said bypass would result
in infilling of the land adjacent by another rash of
housing. The cumulative effect of bypass would create
a doughnut effect on Ashbourne, reducing trade.
Services would ~I feel would develop around the
bypass, The total effect would be detrimental to the
essential aesthetic, environmental and heritage of
Ashbourne. Whither our heritage> The game of
Ashbourne Royal Shrovetide would indeed be played
on the streets – there would in effect ne nowhere else
to play! This scenario may hasten its demise.

Week 6

6/143

6/144

Drop Zone

Town Hall

Town Hall

Initials

DH

MH

Post Code

DE6 5NL

DE6 5NL

Yes

X

X

6/145

6/146

60

Town Hall

LE

DE6 1EJ

X

Library

IC

DE6 1EY

X

Not
Sure

Action
No

Comments
I feel that we need to keep the Market on the Market
place on a Saturday, if it is moved to Shrovetide Way it
will definitely die, then how will we be able to call
Ashbourne a Market Town it will be a travesty to lose it.
This will be detrimental to Ashbourne.
As you are aware much talk and meetings about
Ashbourne Markets. I am almost sure that it is the
Market Place that is chartered not anywhere in
Ashbourne I am still trying to investigate this further,
Come forward to show paperwork proving this point if
possible!!
The market place is the place for the market nowhere
else in Ashbourne.
This has been proven by the Thursday Market. How do
real Market Traders live with no markets for six months
with no income. I’m not talking car boot people these
sort of people will never sign allegiance to be full time
traders – are these people insured to stand?
I am commenting on the Ashbourne Saturday Market
The council are moving us in June we have had no
consultations off them about this.
I thought it was a chartered market that should be on
the Market place. It will affect people’s livelihoods who
stand on the market. The council say they need the car
parking space for revenue yet the car park opposite
Shawcroft has been free all summer and still is! So if
they need revenue why was this not chargeable.
Ashbourne is slowly becoming a Ghost Town with
vacant shops and soon there will be no market.
Permanent and casual stall holders pay the same
money to rent a pitch, yet casuals come and go but if
permanent stall holder does not turn up you have to
pay for pitch would it not be sense for the council to get
the same payment off everyone concerned !The
passing traffic see a market and stop in car parks for
which they have to pay – getting revenue.

Need to amend NP to
specifically require Market
Square to be used for street
market.
Need to amend NP to
specifically require Market
Square to be used for street
market.

Need to amend NP to
specifically require Market
Square to be used for street
market.

Week 6
6/147

Drop Zone
Library

Initials
HJ

Post Code
DE6 1NB

Yes
X

6/148

Library

SF

DE6 1EN

X

6/149
6/150

Library
Library

MWC
JW

DE6 1SQ
DE6 1DF

X
X

6/151

6/152

Week 6

61

Library

Library

Drop Zone

MT

BP

Initials

Not
Sure

DE6 1EE

DE6 2HT

Post Code

Action
No

X

Not without being made more concise
What a difficult read” The Executive summary needs to
be more concise
Much of the development of Ashbourne in terms of
schools, medial and recreational facilities, traffic flow
depends on what happens on the airfield, most of which
falls outside the scope of the plan. This needs to be
emphasised much more strongly.
Any new developments within the town should be
closely controlled in terms of design to ensure that they
are sympathetic with the existing structures with the
exception of the Library that has been disregarded in
the past (eg Leisure Centre St Oswald’s Hospital)
Delete the reference to the Thursday and Saturday
markets being the “cornerstones to much of the trade in
Ashbourne!” The author of tis sentence has obviously
not been to the markets recently!!
Currently Ashbourne Town must at times be akin to
living in a house with a thoroughfare running through
the living room and having a long park for a garden that
is a key issue but there are many moiré – Viz
Affordable housing as opposed to unaffordable which is
over catered for
Poor/adequate facilities – car parks, toilets and in
particular the Rec pavilion
Hooray for the work of the members of the committee
that pout together the plan.

X

Yes

Comments

Not
Sure

The point about the
development of the Airfield site
and its relationship to
Ashbourne is fundamental to
both the NP and DDDC’s Local
Plan. In fact over £2 million of
S106 has been agreed on
Phase 1 of the Airfield site to
support sustainable
development in Ashbourne.
Agreed that NP needs to be
reviewed to emphasise this
point.
Good point about the need to
support good design in new
development. Review NP to
ensure that it fully reflects this
point.

Affordable housing is clearly
stated as a need and a
requirement in the NP. Review
NP to ensure that this is clear
and fully reflects comment
made.
Supports the need for a
stronger community
infrastructure section in NP>
Action

No

Comments

6/153

Library

FB

DE6 1EZ

X

6/154

Library

CF

DE6 1DJ

X

6/155
6/156
6/157

Library
Library
Library

MM
PF
BML

DE6 1FJ
DE6 1GZ
DE6 1GQ

X
X
X

6/158

Library

NB

DE6 2DR

X

6/159

Library

EB

DE5 2DR

X

Week 6 Totals

27

Yes if you can help the people of Ashbourne
When you quote the needs of all sections of the
community – Bungalows desperately need for the over
60’s and above, because lot of our age group is fed up
with the hill and most of us would sell our homes and
live in the town where we can be independent. Not
have to rely on expensive bus fares and taxis to get us
up the hill ( I don’t get a gold card till I’m 66) If we do
not live in the Town and our transport is taken away
through ill health we will be stuck at the top of the hill,
getting depressed and relying on DDC for help with our
care because we will not be able to communicate with
the general public and go further into depression

A 515 bypass is essential for Ashbourne’s future
especially with the new housing being built
I am most concerned about getting a by pass to route
lorries away from the market place.
It is dangerous the way it is now not to mention
polluting the environment

0

Final Totals 151 3

62

3

5

Review NP to ensure it fully
reflects this important point
about the geography of the
town which is often missed in
developer’s planning
statements for residential
proposals at the top of Derby
Road.

ANP Reg 14 Paper Returns SPOILT from Community
(i.e. No name / postcode given)
Drop Zone

Library

Initials

None

Post Code

None

Yes

Not
Sure

3

Action
No

Comments
Week 6 – This feels too little too late! Possibly how long
it took to do,

4
Ashbourne(In my opinion) has the wrong mix of
retailers – too many Charity and coffee shops – it will
wake up one day to find itself sunk under coffee
grounds. It lacks a second decent bakery, affordable
clothing shops and way too many housing
developments with the infrastructure to support them,
There is a lack of well paid employment to keep people
here.

Leisure Centre
Town Hall

None
None

None
None

7
1

2
1

Week 6

Spoilt / Anonymous Returns
Totals

63

11

0

7

NP supports mix of
retail uses in town.
No amendment to NP
required.
Plans for new
employment on the
Airfield site should
address consultee
comment. Review NP
to ensure that this
point is taken on.

Regulation 14 Website Consultation submissions

W.1

W.2

64

Date

Initials

Post Code

Yes

5/11/17

NR

DE6 1RN

X

6/11/17

CR

DE6 1EW

X

No
Vote

Action
No

Comments

As a local resident, I wish to support the future vision for
Ashbourne with some reservation: How can we marry the
two themes in the Neighbourhood Plan of tackling
Ashbourne's traffic congestion whilst protecting
Ashbourne's unique heritage and character, green spaces
and vistas?
As one objective of the future vision is that "Ashbourne's
traffic congestion must be radically reduced ..." I feel
strongly that this is the major problem. Unless this is
tackled at a National and strategic level, ie go to the source
of the problem which is the quarries which mine circa 70%
of all the minerals and some aggregates in the UK and
HGV companies which transports them daily through
Ashbourne, then this objective will be difficult for Ashbourne
to achieve. This is a NATIONAL PROBLEM and has to be
addressed top-down. I have no problem with supporting
such economically-important industries in our County:
quarries and transport companies but what I do have a
problem with is that, to my knowledge, there is no impetus
at a National level to evaluate what can be done to
transport such important minerals and aggregates by any
other method, ie by rail for example? I realise that this is a
radical idea but, to my mind, a very logical one.
To address the 'beating of the chests' from all of the
Agencies and Government Bodies about FUNDING or lack
of it, may I suggest that we drop the HS2 plans altogether
and think more cleverly about our whole transportation
infrastructure? The fact that commuters may lose 20-30
mins off rail journey times is not that important to our
economy, or impressive, because commuters can, and do,
now work on the move using advanced mobile
technology. What is more important is tackling the chronic
congestion on our motorways and national road networks
and the daily affect it has on people's lives.

There are several inter linked planning
points made in this set of comments on the
Neighbourhood Plan.
The relationship between traffic congestion
and the protection of Ashbourne’s heritage,
character and green spaces is covered
comprehensively in the Neighbourhood
Plan with policies on all issues. No further
amendment to plan policies is required to
address these specific comments.
The Ashbourne by pass is mentioned in the
Neighbourhood Plan with support for the
proposal.
HS2 is not a NP issue.

Ashbourne residents have been brain-washed for the past
30 -40 years into thinking that a bypass is the panacea, but
what will the overall result of the bypass be, should it be
given the green light? Has the public been informed of the
environmental and aesthetic impact on our beautiful
area? Is this information available for us to view and jointly
consider so that we, the residents, can make an
INFORMED DECISION about what happens in our town? I
know the bypass is not specifically mentioned as part of the
Neighbourhood Plan per se but the bypass is at County
level by our Councillors which represent us: their decision
seems to have been made, or am I wrong? So, let's share
their current thinking on what is the best for Ashbourne
W.3
W.4
W.5
W.6
W.7
W.8
W.9
W.10
W.11
W,12
W.13

7/11/17
9/11/17
10/11/17
10/11/17
13/11/17
16/11/17
16/11/17
17/11/17
28/11/17
28/11/17
30/11/17

JJ
CR
RB
SG
AW
JC
CJW
DC
GD
PW
ET

DE6 1GB
DE6 1RF
DE6 1DB
DE6 IBN
DE6 1NG
DE6 1AH
DE6 1BB
DE6 1SR
DE6 1EE
DE6 2BD
DE6 1TD

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

W.14
W.15
W.16
W.17
W.18

30/11/17
1/12/17
2/12/17
5/12/17
6/12/17

LT
RG
JD
AW
JK

DE6 1TD
DE6 1RJ
DE6 1BB
DE6 1SY
DE6 2DH

X
X
X
X
X

W.19
W.20
W.21
W.22
W.23

6/12/17
8/12/17
9/12/17
9/12/17
8/12/17

AK
JF
ACM
AK
SF

DE6 2DH
DE6 1SR
DE6 1EF
DE6 1EZ
DE6 1SR

X
X
X
X
X

65

Date

W.24

8/12/17

Initials

FL

Post Code

DE6 1AT

Yes

X

W.25

W.26

66

10/12/17

JC

DE6 1HR

X

10/12/17

CC

DE6 1HR

X

No
Vote

No

Comments
My main concern is extending Ashbourne without
considering seriously the need for more GPs, Dentists and
schools. It is usually coming afterwards. It looks like the
Council wants to collect more taxes and do not consider the
well being of the actual population. Also What I have seen
is that Ashbourne wants to attracts large families and builds
3/4 bedrooms houses. The price of these houses are only
affordable to a some part of the population. The mix of
population is reduced. It looks like there is a segregation.
Traffic can be very bad in Ashbourne so careful thoughts
need to be considered before starting any constructions to
allow a smooth traffic. It is also important to develop leisure
for young and teenagers which I feel is missing in
Ashbourne.
The area around where I live has now being turned into a
very large housing estate. There has been no provision for
the huge amount of extra traffic which now speeds along
Old Derby Road and Willowmeadow Road. There are only
2 exits!! Springfield Avenue and Old Derby Road, Why was
another road put in either onto the by pass or connecting
the Oaklands estate to the Lodgefarm Chase Estate? The
Premier Avenue, The Oaklands Estate and The Saxonfield
Estate park on Wyaston Road, Old Derby Road and
Willowmeadow Road when there is adverse weather
conditions due to the steepness of the roads there is also
not enough parking for them on there own estate. Hilltop
School has doubled in size and is due for another extension
the parents park everywhere sometimes blocking the roads
THIS IS AN ACCIDENT WAITING TO HAPPEN. There is
an access to the rear of the school, off the Premier Avenue
roundabout why has some parking not been created
there?? The situation is only going to get worse when the
new residents move into the David Wilson Homes. The
views of the Ashbourne people were not taken into
consideration and forcing through the planning scheme
using the NPP as a reason. I would just like to thank the
Derbyshire Dales Council for spoiling a beautiful and once
quiet town to live in.

Action
The need for further investment in health
services in Ashbourne is specifically
mentioned in the Neighbourhood Plan.
The Plan’s planning policies on future
housing mix and the need to provide
affordable homes for local people is fully
covered and does not require any further
amendment to address this specific
comment.
The same applies to traffic issues and the
need for additional leisure and sports
facilities to meet local need.

The comment refers to significant new
housing development in the south of
Ashbourne and the traffic implications of
promoting sustainable development.
Responsibility for addressing both issues
with regard to planning applications rests
with Derbyshire Dales District Council and
Derbyshire County Council. The
Neighbourhood Plan has planning policies
on the need to improve key junctions
across Ashbourne to ensure the successful
implementation of sustainable development
proposals. The points made by the
consultee are relevant and important.

W.27
W.28
W.29
W.30
W.31
W.32
W,33
W.34
W.35
W.36
W.37
W.38
W.39
W.40
W.41
W.42

W.43
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Date
10/12/17
10/12/17
10/12/17
14/12/17
14/12/17
15/12/17
15/12/17
15/12/17
15/12/17
16/12/17
17/12/17
17/12/17
18/12/17
18/12/17
19/12/17
19/12/17

Initials
JEC
JL
AL
DS
HS
PG
BP
DR
AF
RW
DP
AP
CG
DC
SG
JN

Post Code
DE6 1HB
DE6 1ED
DE6 1ED
DE6 1HZ
DE6 IHZ
DE6 1EW
DE6 2HT
DE6 1EW
DE6 1EF
DE6 3BR
DE6 1GY
DE6 1GY
DE6 1BN
DE6 1EX
DE6 1LJ
DE6 1IJ

Yes
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

19/12/17

LW

DE6 1BN

X

Date

Initials

Post Code

Yes

No
Vote

No

Comments

I fully support the need to sort out the mess that is the
highways infrastructure in Ashbourne. I love our town but
am constantly frustrated by congested and dangerous
roads and junctions. I am gobsmacked that the new
development being built on Old Derby Road was allowed
when the junction with Derby Road has restricted visibility
and there are often long queues to get out (despite the
planning application saying there aren't?!) It's about time
that people listened to those of us who live here instead of
suits in offices who don't and have no idea about the reality.
Our town is being ruined by poorly thought out development
which upsets me greatly. Please, please don't let anymore
development happen until our roads can cope with more
traffic. I support junction improvements and a by pass.
Thank you for considering my comments.
No
Vote

No

Comments

Action

The need to have the necessary community
infrastructure, specifically road
improvements, is already fully covered in
the Neighbourhood Plan. The
Neighbourhood Plan will hopefully ensure
that the consultee’s concerns are fully
addressed in future. Section 6 of the
Neighbourhood Plan will be strengthened to
ensure that community infrastructure comes
first in sustainable development proposals
in Ashbourne

Action

W.44

19/12/17

Totals

68

CD

Subject: PRESUMED TYPO.... Message Body: I'm not
wholly convinced by the new system as it's created a vast
amount of work for those who have been kind enough to
volunteer their services - especially as one can't avoid
ending up with reams of 'planning’s' - but well done to
everyone for putting this together. One sentence struck me
as saying the exact opposite of what I think was intended,
however, so I thought I should flag it in case it slips through
the net... Page 47 includes the following policy: "Avoid
unnecessary light pollution by having bright permanently lit
areas at night", whereas my preference would be... "Avoid
unnecessary light pollution by NOT having bright
permanently lit areas at night"! In other words, I think you
need something along the lines of: 'Minimise unnecessary
light pollution by avoiding bright permanently lit areas at
night' Cheers

DE6 1ED

44

0

0

This point is well made and the Town
Council has made every effort to ensure
that the Neighbourhood Plan reads well and
is, as far as possible, in plain English.

The point about the wording of the Plan on
‘light pollution’ has been addressed in the
final version

